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INTRODUCTION 
Speech perception, as a field of empirical investigation~ is 
very much involved vith linguistics: a model of speech perception is 
crucially dependent on a model of language, since the model of 
language tells the perception theorist what it is tha.t the listener 
has to perceive. 
Thus, historically, there haa been a tendency for models of speech 
perception to be related to the current linguistic models of language. 
The early models of speech perception are not specific enough, by , 
current standards~ simply beca.uae the model of language that the 
theorist was dealing with was not a very complex model~-language vas 
conceived to be something like a series or words strung together. 
As more complicated e.nd more precise linguistic models become 
current, the theorizing about speech perception also became more 
precise and more experimentally oriented. Thus, struaturs..l. linguistics 
of the l940's and 1950's 1ed to experimental wrk vhieh assumed that 
the phoneme, or some unit very m.ucb like a. phoneme~ ·.ra.s the perceptual 
unit in phonology. The problem in understanding speech perception 
"1.\s then seen as discovering how a listener can •~ranslate' or 'decode• 
a continuous acoustic signal into discrete phonemes. And, though 
alternative suggestions have been ma.de. most theorists still asswue 
that the incoming speech signal is represented in some pbonezne-ltke 
units as the first step in speech perception. 
l 
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Experimental ~ork on higher-level perceptual units, related to 
the syntactic structure.of a sentence, has begun quite recently, Some 
early theorists have advanced ideas -0f what is involved in understanding 
sentences, but, again, the work could not lead to any precise theoretical 
formulations until a fairly adequate theory of syntax became available; 
thus, almost all empirical studies involving the perception of 
syntactic units assU!l\e that the syntactic relationships described in 
transformational grammar are involved in speech perception at some level. 
However, the experiments heve tended not to separate perceptual effects 
from memory effects; and there is no a.greement--such as implicitly 
exists in theories of the perception of phonological segments--whether 
there are some syntactic units involved in perception and, if so, what 
these units are. 
Generative phonology, which does not asswne any unit equivalent to 
the trad.ition~l phoneme, has not so far led to any experimenta.1 work 
on speech perception, though it is intimately related to models of 
speech perception involving ana.lysis-by-synthesis. 
In this study, the attempt is made to examine some units that 
function in speech perception. The first chapter contains a survey o~ 
models that have been proposed to account for speech perception. The 
survey includes some models because of the historical background they 
provide, even though the models make no specific predictions about 
units in speech perception. More recent models make certain predictions 
about perceptual units, and these will be pointed out vhen the 
theoretical implications of the perceptua.1 models are discussed. 
Three experiments are reported, The first experiment involves 
a subject's ability to make use of sub-phonemic phonetic dirrerences. 
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Subjects a.re asked to identify productions of mono-morphemic and bi-
morphemic wrds of identical phonemic shape, e.g., lax vs. lacks. The 
purpose of the experiment is two-fold: to determine what a 'baseline' 
for perception is--vhat is the least a.mount of phonetic difference 
that can be used for linguistic purposes--and to determine if the 
traditiona.l phoneme, vhich is often accepted as the perceptual unit, 
defines a lover limit belov vhich a listener can not make use of phonetic 
differences. 
The second experiment involves the perception of obstruent 
clusters. Subjects are asked to identify vords vith reversible 
obstruent clusters, such as task vs. tax, in the presence of noise. The 
purpose of the experiment is to determine vhether consonant clusters 
are coded 1phoneme-by-phoneme 1 , as the traditional assumptions •.rould 
imply, or if subjects employ some alternative perceptua.l mechanisms. 
The third experiment seeks to determine perceptual units in syntax. 
Subjects a.re asked to respond, by pressing a button, when they hear a 
'click 1 in a sentence. From reaction tllle to the click, the effects 
of a phono1ogically defined phrase on perceptual segmentation can be 
determined. 
Finally, the implications of the experimental studies to mode1s 
of speech perception a.re discussed. 
CRA.Pl'ER O!fE 
MODELS OF SPEECH PERCEPTI01i 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide some historical backgroutl, 
and to present the current ideas of theorists attempting to accoW'l.t ror 
speech perception. Not e.11 of the models that vill be discussed in 
this chapter make specific predictions about what units are involved 
in speech perception, but they a.re included ~imply because ma.ny are 
interesting in themselves or ror historica.1 reasons. 
No attempt will be ma.c!.e to evaluate the adequacy of' any of' these 
models in this chapter. Rather, the models that still hold promise 
~ill be discussed in the last chapter in terms of the theoretical 
implications of the empirical studies reported in this work. 
Models of speec~ perception have been classified under the follo-r-=. 
headings: behavioristic models, information theory models, motor 
theories, analysis by synthesis models, models proposing 'filtering' 
as a prima.ry device, a.nd models depending on perceptual strategies. 
Behaviorism 
There is a long behaviorist tradition of theories of speech 
perception. Appropriately enough. it begins with J.B. Watson (1930). 
Watson's generul behaviorist position is Yell known, and his vievs 
of language--not developed in any great detail--follov from it 
clearly. Since he refuses to postulate any "mentalistic constructs.• 
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he discusses language in observable. physicalistic terms. Language 
is simply a "manipulative habit of the voce.J. tract 11 (Watson, p. 225). 
When a. person learns to speak, he develops a conditioned response--
some movement of the vocal tract--for every object a.nd situation in 
his external environment. These conditioned responses are equivalent 
to words. Such internalized kinaesthetic responses ce.n call out 
further reponses in the same Ya.y as the objects for which they serve 
as substitutes do; because of these kinaesthetic verbal substitutes, 
a. person carries the world around 'lrith him; he can nanipulate the ..,orld 
(think) by means of series of motor responses. 
Sentences, and other language sequences, are accounted for by 
the following example: a child hears the bed time prayer unow I .l~ 
me dovn to sleep .•• u The first few times he he a.rs it, the first word 
of the sentence, 11 now," makes the child produce the motor response 
which is his internal equivalent of 11n0\l; 11 similarly "I11 leads to 
internalized "I," etc. After repeated experiences, the motor response 
ttnow" ·.till lead directly to the motor response 11I, 11 rlth no necessary 
intervening step. At this point, the child has learned the sentence, 
Spontaneous speech, Watson believes, follovs essentia.lly the same 
principles: some stimulus touches ofr old verbal organization. 
Speech perception offers no particular difficulty: the incoming 
stimulus makes the listener form the equivalent kina.esthetic-mo~br 
responses. Watson, therefore, is postulating a simple motor theory 
of speech perception, involving incipient muscle activity. 
In Language, Bloomfield (1933) offers a much more sophisticated 
analysis of language, but his outlook is essentially behavioristic, 
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Bloomfield ane~yzes an event involving speech by means of a little 
scene with tvo characters, Jack and Jill. Externally, the action is 
quite simple: Jack and Jill are walking along a road; Jill makes a 
series of noises ~ith her vocal tract; Jack climbs a fence, and 
brings Jill an apple from a nearby tree. 
Looking at the scene more analytically, there are a number of 
practical events preceding the act of speech. These practical events 
a.re quite complex, but taken together, they can be considered as a 
stimulus for Jill. As a speaking human, Jill has a choice: she can 
make a direct response (go get the apple), or she can make a linguistic 
substitute response (ask Jack for the apple}. For Jack, the speech is 
a substitute linguistic stimulus, which ma..\es him produce a particu,J..dr 
response. 
Essentially, speech enables stimuli and responses to occur in 
different individuals, as indicated in the fol.loving diagram: 
S ~ r ••••• s ~ R 
Bloomfield is not vecy specific in discussing what is involved 
in Jack's reception of the message. In relation to phonology, Bloomt'ield 
argues that speakers of a language habitually and conventionally 
discriminate some features of sound and ignore others; presumably, 
then, there are distinctive properties of sound to which Jack is 
sensitive. These encode the message. 
The b.ehaviorist tradition is carried on in the 19501s.by the 
psychologists B, F. Skinner (1957), O. H. Movren (195~), and C. E. 
Osgood (1963), 
Mowrer does not offer a complete. theory of langUage, but an 
analysis of declarative sentences in stimulus-response (henceforth 5-R)· 
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terniinology. Essentially, he suggests that a sentence is an arrange-
ment for conditioning the meaning reaction produced by the predicate 
to the stimulation e.roused by the meaning reaction elicited by the 
subject. In other ~ords, a subject-predicate sentence is to be 
cons'idered a conditioning device. 
The conditioning device operates in the following way. When 
the listener hears any word in his vocabulary, there is a.roused in 
him a unique "meaning respon~e." When he hears a sentence, for 
example, "Tom is a. thief," first there is aroused in the listener 
a "meaning responseu which is his internal representation or the vord 
"Tom11 as well as of the physical Tom. T"oen, because a sentence is a 
conditioning device, to this "meaning response" is e.dded the "meani,ng 
response" of "thief, n As a· consequence, the listener co.mes to respond 
differently to the physical Tom; he '.rill avoid hi.I!l, perhaps, and not 
len~ him money. In short, he will treat Tom as a thie£. 
One of the most thorough attempts to explain language behavior 
in S-R tepns is B. F. Skinner's book Verbal Behavior (1958). Skinner . . 
declines to speculate about non:--observable language phenomena; rather, 
he sees the task of the science of verbal behavior to determine the 
laws governing verbal behavior. These laws concern the predictability 
and control of particular verbal responses. That is 1 the task is 
accomplished vhen it is possible to predict what a person vill say. 
Because of this goal, and because he rejects non-observables, 
Skinner has little to say about internal phenomena such as perception. 
He does offer a f'e'W' suggestions. First, Skinner defines a unit o-f 
verbal behavior as anything that is under the independent control of 
a manipulable (stimulus) variable. This unit can be as large as a 
----------------
----------------
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vhole phrase, such as nHow are you?", or as small as a change in 
fundamental frequency, used to ask a question. In order tor language 
to function at all, these units must lead to different responses by 
listeners. SecondJ.y, Skinner points out that at any time in sequentie.l 
verbal behavior, e.g. sentences, what has been said before sharply 
limits what vill be said next: there is redundancy in la.ngUage. 
Presumably• the listener can also take advantage of such redundancy. 
But Skinner does not attempt to present any theory of speech 
~erception; the few suggestions that he makes do not detract from his 
basic assumption that perception can not be separated from responses 
in any meaningful we:y. 
C. E. Osgood also offers a behavioristic theory of speech (O~godd~ 
1963), which he calls a three-stage mediation model. Unl.ike Skinner~ 
Osgood is quite ready to postuJ.ate mechanisms interna.l to the speaker 
and listener. Rather than being concerned only with observable sti.l?1uli and 
response.:, Osgood ~-rant:: to fill the "black box11 of the organism vi-eh 
interrening S-/ constructs. Osgood I s three-stage model is represented below. 
LE\'"EL PROCESS 
REPRESE?l'TATIONAL 
Predictive 
UlTEGRATIONAL 
Evocative 
PROJECTION 
DECODil'fG 1ASS0C!ATION ENCODIUG 
rm sm1-------7 :  
I (rm- sJll etc • ) 1 
- ---------f---------~---r-------
1 SEQUENTIAL b. 
--.-.-.-i AUTOMATISMS ( -.-.-.-
.s-s-s 1 · r-r-r 
?\ I I \ 
/ UUIT I ~ ~ 
'--.-.---.- I AUTOMATISMS j -.---.-.-
s-s-s r r-r-r-7------:-----------t------\---
s s s I REFLEX I r r r 
NONNEURAL s R 
l1'ig. 1. Three--i;tHge me:dif!.tion-lntep;rution model. 
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(by permission of Che.rles E. Osgood) 
Osgood's model differs from Skinnerie.n S-R models in two ways, 
First, Osgood postulated mediating responses (rm), These internal 
rm's are a fractional, easily differentiable, pa.rt of a.n original 
overt response. Since the original response was elicited by some stimulus, 
the fractional rm becomes an internal representation of the stimulus. 
The interna..l rm's, in turn, cen lead to various instrumental acts. 
Essentially, Osgood hopes to account for meaning by these internal 
representations. These internal representations, hovever, a.re quite 
complex; basically, Osgood holds that words are coded by means of a 
simulte.neous bundle of semantic features (Osgood, 1963), 
Secondly, Osgood postulates stimulus integration (S-S learning)· 
and response integration (R-R learning) to account for the perceptual 
and motor complexity found in speech. He argues that, in perception, 
the greater the frequency rlth which stimulus events have been paired in 
the input experience of the organism, the greater will be the tendency 
for their central neural correlates to activate each other. In other 
words, a partial sensory input will become ade~uate to trigger the 
'llholei it vi11 lead to -..ha.t the Gestalt psychologists called "closure." 
This closure principle ca.n only operate if there are perceptual 
units ~hich function as wholes. These units must meet three criteria: 
they must be highly redundant, they must be rairly frequent in 
occurrence, and they must not exceed certain temporal limits. The 
most likely perceptual units are vords, 
In perceiving a sentence, the phonetic information is adequate 
to trigger the phonological representation of a particular word, e.g. 
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:e.!,&, The context of the sentence then determines the semantic 
interpretation of the vord. Given, for example, the sentence 11The 
pla.y got rave reviews," the vord ~~ vill be interpreted as a noun 
on the basis of the fra.:me Determiner verb. The word re•lie.r 
will eliminate the interpretation 0£ ~ in the sense of gambling. 
On the basis of such linguistic information and on the basis of non-
linguistic context, the listener will arrive at the intended-message. 
Mo:::-e recently, psychologists, even though they may consider 
themselves behaviorists, have broken ava:y from S-R formulations 
altogether. 
In his vecy interesting book, The Senses Considered as Perceptual 
Systems, J8Jlles J, Gibson (1966) emphasizes the information cont~tned 
in stiroulation 1 rather than the discrete responses of sepe.re.te 
sensory systems, Therefore, he rejects the traditional decomposition 
of a complex sound into a combination of pitch, duration, and loudness 
specifications in order to describe the stimulus. He considers it a 
better approach to look for higher-order varie~les characteristic of 
the stimulus: 
"In meaningful sounds, these variables can be combined 
to yield higher-order variables of staggering complexity, 
But these mathematical complexities seem nevertheless to 
be the simplicities of audito:ry informaiton, and it is 
Just these variables that are distinguished naturally by 
an auditory system, 11 (p. 87). 
In other words, it is a mistake to tb~nk that the perceptual syste~ 
"builds upt1 complex stimuli from simple components; rather, complex 
stimuli are responded to directly. 
The higher-order variables have not been studied for most ty-pes 
of mea.ningful aound,·but there have been a fe~ attempts to study 
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such vefiables in the acoustic speech signal. According to Gibson~ 
frequency ratios and the relational patterns of frequencies are the 
inve.riaqts provided by the speech signal. 
Thi pick-up of phonemes is a direct one-stage process; however, 
the appr.ehension of things referred to-a semantic decoding o~ the 
speech signal--is a tvo-sta.ge process since not only the speech sounds 
but '1.'hat they stand for have to be apprehended. "The acoustic sounds 
of speech specify the consonants, vovels, syllables, and words o~ 
speech; ·ithe parts of speech in turn specify something else." (p. 91) • 
Th~ structure or speech can be analyzed at various levels, 
hiera.rch,:ically organized, and each level ha.s so:me unit approprie.te to 
it: at e~ch level, there is an appropriate stimulus unit for the 
perceptual system. 
Inf'orme.t.ion Theory: 
Dur~ng the 1950 1s, information theory provided conceptual structures 
by ~hich.all types of communication--defined as the transmission of 
info:rmation--could be analyzed. Theorists concerned vi~b speech also 
tried to apply the concepts of information theory to their field, and 
developed models of speech communication. These speech communication 
models discussed both a speaker and a hearer, but tended to emphasize 
the former. Many models of the speech communication system were 
proposed; these a.re summarized by Grant Pairbe.nks (1954), vho also 
presents one of the most detailed analyses of speech from this point 
of view. Hovever, most of his discussion concerns speech production. 
PerceptiQn is discussed ellnoat exclusively in terms of its role in 
feedback: the speaker monitors his own output and changes his output 
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when it does not meet the criteria set by the input to the speech 
systems. 
Fa.irba.nks' model. is reproduced in Fig. 2. Essentially, the m0;del 
offers the following analysis of speech production: an input signal 
to the ~peech mechanisms resul.ts in some output; this output is compared 
vith the stored input; if the output has not yet reached the target 
specified by the input, a..n error signal is sent out to adjust the 
output. 
There are several interesting points concerning the speech model. 
First, Fairbanks postUla.tes a 11W1it of. control." Although he t1oea not 
go into detail, he suggests that the unit of speech control is not to 
be identified 'With any currently recognized phonetic unit; ra~he~, the 
unit of speech control is a "semi-periodic, relatively long, articulatory 
cycle" (p. 138). Secondly, the model implies that certain steady-state 
outputs are the goals of' the speech mechanism and that transitions are 
only by-products. In Fairbanks' words: 
"It is to be emphasized that the steady states a.re the primar1J 
objectives, the targets. The transitions a.re use.ful incidents 
on the wey to the targets. The roles of both are probably 
very analogous vhen the dynamic speech output is perceived 
by an independent listeners." (p, 139) 
Fairbanks has little to say about speech perception directly, 
Presuni.ab]y, perception follows the path described for £eedback. Whether 
the message is analyzed direc.itly or whether it is compared in the 
comparator with a possible message--aa in motor theories of speech 
perception-~is not specified in Fairbanks' model. 
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FEEDBACK SIGNALS . 
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Fig. 2. Hodel of a closed cycle control system for speaking, 
(Grant Fairbanks, nA Theory of the Speech 11echanism as 
a Servo-System." Journal of Speech e.nd Hearing Disorders 
19 (1954). hy permission of the American Speech aTI,d~ 
Hearing Association). 
Although it uses concepts from information theory, liockett•s model 
of speech colll!llunication {1956) is much more linguistic in orientation 
than Fairbanks' model, at least in the sense that linguistic terminology 
is applied to various processes. Ho~ever, Hockett cautions that the 
'phoneme' and 'morpheme' of internal circuitry are not.to be strictly 
equated with the phoneme and morpheme of linguistics, 
Hackett's model (Fig. 3) represents the internal mechanisms 
necessary for Jill to communicate with Jack. First, a sequence of 
morphemes is emitted by GHQ {grammatical headquarters); then the 
morphemes a.re recoded into a discrete flow of phonemes by morphophonemic 
processes. Finally, the phonemes become a continuous speech signal in 
the "speech transmitter." The speaker monitors his oYD .speech signal, 
but he does not use feedback to adjust the output continuously. 
The listener uses the same communications system, but the speech 
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receiver sends the signal through in the other direction; the speech 
receiver picks up the signal and transduces it into a discrete fla~ 
of Fhonemes; the phonemes are assembled into morphemes a..nd submitted 
to GHQ. A listener understands a. message when his GHQ is going thrOUP): 
the same "sta.tesu a.s the speaker's GHQ. Hockatt also suggests the.t 
a listener decades an incoming ~ignaJ. partly bf com.pa.ring it with the 
e.rticule.tory motions that the listener ...,ou.ld hs.ve to make to produce 
the signal. 
Sp, 
ransmitter 
Speoch 
T. 
Phonetic Ph. 
Source s. 
Morphemi zer Mor. 
Speech Sp. 
Receiver R. 
JILL JACK 
Fig. 3, A model of speech coilll11Unication. · 
(Charles Hockett, A Manual of Phonology, 1955, by 
pennission of Indiana University Publications in 
Anthropology and Linguistics and Prof, Charles F. 
Hockett,) 
Filtering 
In his article r•on the Process of Speech Perception," J. C. R. 
Licklider (1952) nnalyzes the process of speech perception into three 
main operations: trBnslation or the speech signal. into a torrn suitable 
tor the nervous system, identification of speech elements, a.nd 
comprehension of meaning. 
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The first process is performed by the cochlea; the signal is 
mE~chanica.Uy .analyzed in terms of frequency a.nd intensity in such a 
~sty' that the output is somevhat similar to a sound spectrogram. 
However~ since the frequency analysis of the cochlea is not very 
se:lective. the $ignaJ. is sharpened further up the auditory pathways. 
Thus, the input to the perceptual mechanism consists ot' a sharpened 
frequency analysis of the acoustic signa.1, coded in terms o:t:' origin 
on the cochlea, and intensity, coded in terms of density of discharge. 
Furthermore, there is a representation of the fundamental frequencies 
of the periodic components of the acoustic signal. 
The second process, identi:fica.tion of speech elements, could be 
pei·formed by one df two mechanisms, a correlator or a. filter. A 
correlator is essentially a device for matching the incoming signal 
agii.inst an internally stored representation {or a representation 
created by rules}, A ~ilter, on the other hand, has the required 
patterns built into its structure; the identification of the incoming 
signal is made on the basis of vhich fi1ter the sign~ passes through 
most successfully. fl.1though the choice is tentative, Lickl.ider favors 
the filter model as the device which identifies speech·elementa. 
Comprehension, on the other handt can best be explained as an 
active process. Therefore, Licklider argues th6t comprehension of 
meaning involves matching the input to a set of interna.1 patterns. 
Al.though he does not say this, Licklider would probably maintain that 
these patterns are generated as needed, 
Licklider's model, therefore, is very much like ana.lysis-by-
synthesia for the processing of sentences. For smaller units, however, 
Licltlider prefers the more direct analysis provided by filtering, 
l(l 
.A. '1r iltering" ~lleory. d:l,f'f'ering in interesting ways from Lioltlid 
has been recently developed by Wayne A.• Wickelgren (1969a, 1969b). 
Previous theories have asswned that, no ma.tter how sp.eech is processe. 
the pho,;ieme is the priJ!IB.l:'.Y unit of coding in perception. Wickelgren 
proposes a theory in which the perception and production o~ speech i! 
coded in so.me un;lt that is more closely related to ·the traditional 
allophone. ,He calls this theory context-sensitive coding. 
"I define a context-sensitive cod~ ror words to consist of an 
unordered set of symbols for every word, whete each sym,bol 
restricts the choice of its left and right neighbors 
sutrtcientiy to determine them uniquely out ,of the unordered 
set f'or any given vord. In this case. the unorliered set, in 
conjunction with the dependenoy rules, contains a.ll the 
infomation neceSSaz"f to reconstruct a unique ordering Of the 
symbols for each word. n (1969b, p. 86) · 
~ 
In speech perception, cont.ext-sensitive coding vould·vork int 
follo;dng vay. Ea.eh context-sensiti?e allophone of the language -wo 
have a unique internal representative. This internal representa.tiv 
wouJ.d be activated by some conjunction of' acoustic :features, occurr 
over a. period of time as long as a f'ev hundred mi11iseconds. All 
a.llopho~e represe11tatives would be examiriing,the acoustic input in 
paral1el, but only a rev vould be activated in response. to the inpt 
After the set of allophones has been determined, the word represen1 
which is most closely associat~d with th~ set of allophones ce.n be 
selected. 
Wic~elgren claims that his theory eliminates two of the major 
pl"Obl.elilS a.s.socis.ted viih p~rception models which postulate phoneme 
as the basic units. tirst, there is n9 need to se@J!lent the acousti 
va.vE;i form; second, it is more likely--e.lthough the evidence is not 
that there is invariance in the acpustic signal for allophones .• 
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The mode1 of speech perception proposed by L. V. Bondarko and 
dthers (Bonda.rko et al., 1970) is designed to account :for the set of 
operations that transform an acoustic speech signal into a sequence 
(>f' words. Each vord in the output •,.ould have associated·.with 1t a set 
of lexical a.nd grwnmatical features which would be employed in under-
~tanding the message. 
The model consists of hierarchically-arranged processes. At each 
l,evel, there is a perceptual procedure, decision ma.king> and a. procedure 
for assigning a certain reliability to the decision. If no decision 
can be ma.de with a threshold degree of reliabi;ity. the level outputs 
several possible inter:preta.tions of' the input signal, and. the final 
d,ecision is postponed. The i'ina.1 decision mq not be made t in. fact, 
until the la.st stage--the recognition of the meaning of the utterance. 
The first stage of the perceptual process is auditorJ analysis. 
Tne output or the cochlea is described in the set of pa.ram.etera that 
are relevant in the perception of speech. The output of the auditory-
aha.lysis is tnen classified into phonemes (a phoneme is defined as the 
sQbJect1ve image employed by tbe brain of the listener in the process 
of speech recognition (p. 114); thus it is not strict1y equivalent 
to the linguistic phoneme). Information distributed over an open syllable 
is emp1oyed in this cla.ssii'ication process. At the next level, the 
string of phonemes is segmented~ taking stress into account. Then the 
s~ginented string is interpreted as a sequence of words. 
'!'he Mo,:tor Th~ocy: of Speech Perception · 
.Al.though motor theories of speech perception have been advanced 
by 4uite a. number of tbeoristst the most explicit and reasoned statement 
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cf the l:!lotor theory has been formul~ted by workers at Ha.skins  
Laboratories, nato.e.Iy F. s. Coopel",. .A. M. Liberman, D. P. Sha.nkweiler,  
and others. For example, in an early discussion of some ot their  
results ( Cooper et f,1.1.: > 1952), the Ha.skins group advanced the motor  
theory.  
The research as Haskins began •.nth a search for invariants in 
speech--"A one~to-ooe correspondence betveen something he.if-hidden in 
the spectrogram and the successiTe phonemes of the message." (Cooper 
.et al. , 1952, p. 604 ) • However • no acoustic invariant could be found 
for the individual phonemes. In fact, Cooper suggests that the 
pe:r·ceived similarities and di1'terences betYeen speech sounds mar" 
correspond more closely to the similarities and differences in articulati 
the,l.l to the acoustic signal. As evidence for the simpler relation of 
perception and articuia.tion, Cooper cite.s the complex relationship of 
the frequency of the burst ot a stop consonant to the point Qf 
articulation: a burst of 11'40 cps. is bee.rd as /p/ before /1/ but as 
/k/ before /a/; conversely, bursts at different frequencies can pe 
heard as the same consonant. 
In conne.ction vi.th :further vork with synthetic speech, the Ha.skins 
group advanced the notion of ca~egorie.l perception: perception o~ 
phon,mes is different from perception of non-speech stimuli in that 
listen~rs can discriminate very little better than they can identify 
absolutely~ An acoustic eon.tinu.um is categorized into phonemes by 
listeners bµt a c.ompe.rable non-speech continuum is •not. Furthermore, 
listeners show discrimination peaks at phone?ne bo'1?ldaries when the 
· stimulus is speech, but no such pea.ks in dis.oriminatton appear when 
the, stimulu.~ is a comparable non-speech eontiI1uum ·{Liberman, Harris, 
Kinney, a.nd Lane, 1957) . These results, which a.re typically moat'·' · 
clear-cut for stop consonants, are readily explained by the motor 
theory. It is argued that the gesture used in speech production is 
es·sentially invariant for the phoneme; therefore, perception is also 
in•re.riant and categorial. 
In their mast detailed explication of the motor theory (Liberma~, 
Cooper, Shankweiler, a.nd Studdert-Kennedy, 1967}, the Haskins group 
recapitulates the many arguments advanced for the motor theoey and also 
specifies at •..hat 11levelt1 production is made use of in perception. In 
their earlier vork, the assumption vas made that the production invariants 
vere "motor commands" which \lere identical for each production of a 
given phoneme. In their latest statement, the idea of motor commands 
is retained and the theory is extended to higher-level neural signals 
which stand in a one-to-one relationship w"ith other segments of the 
language: 
"In phoneme perception ..• the invariant is found far down  
in the neuromotor system, at the level of the commands to  
the muscles. Perception by morphophonemic, morphemic,  
and syntactic rules of the language vould eng~e.the  
encoding process at higher levels." (p. 454)  
In this form, the motor theory becomes equivalent to analysis-
by-synthesis, a theory of speech perception dependent on the use of 
rules in just such a va.y. 
Analysis by Synthesis 
Essentially, analysis by synthesis is a model of perception that 
depeJ:ids on matching the incoming stimulus to an internally-generated 
:patt,?rn. When the interna.l pattern matches the stimulus, perception 
has lleen successfU.l.. As a model for speech perception, analysis by 
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synthesis has been extensively developed by Morris Halle and Kenneth 
Ii. Stevens • 
An early version of the model (Halle and Stevens, 1964) is dia.grl;'l.ll'Wed 
in Fig, 4. 
STAGE I STAGE II 
1- - - - "11- - - - -, 
-rnPUT 
:3PEECH 
SIGNAL 
.....----....,  
SPECTRUM 
1mALYZE.~ 
I 
STRATEGY 
11 I OUTPUT 
STRATEGY PHOUEME 
11 SEQUENCE 
11 
GENERATIVE I I GENE.HA'rIVE I INPUT 
RULES I I RULES ~ PHOifEME 
I I 11 II I SEQUENCE 
.L - - - -· - _J L - - - - - ..! 
STRUCTURES 
FOR SPEECH 
GEIIBRATI01i 
OUTPUT 
3PEECH 
SIGNAL 
Fig. 	4. Analysis by Synthesis model. 
(Morris Halle and Kenneth N. Stevenst 11Speech Recognition: 
a. Model and a. Progrrun. for- Research,H in The Structure 
of La.nAAage, ed. by Jerr"J A. Fodor and Jerrold G. Katz,
1964, 1r3 permission of Prentice-Hall}. 
The model depends on two analysis-by-synthesis loops. After a 
spectrum ane.J..vsis~ vhich in large pa.rt is a result of cochlear action, 
the first ana.lysis-by-synthesis loop reduces the spectral representation 
or the acoustic input to a set or phonetic parameters. This is 
accomplished by matching the incoming spectrum to a spectrum produced 
by an internal synthesizer wich has th,e ability to cO.l!lpute spectra 
when given phonetic parll.l'lleters, In the second analysis-by-synthesis 
loop, the phonetic parameters a.re transformed to a sequence of phonemes. 
The second loop uses the generative rules that must also be employed 
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in speech J:roduction--rules that transform phonemes to phonetic 
pa.rametel"s, 
In a. more recent statement of ans.J.ysis-by-synthesis (Stevens and 
Ha..Ue, 19G5) t the ana.lys!S-by-synthesis model is inter.:rated with 
line;uistic concepts. The l!'odel is represented in Fip:. 5. 
DA'rr, FROM 
l'HEC.t:LHHG 
r-
1 
---l1ULEG 
..---,__....- EHROR 
-( 
V 
-, 
I 
I 
A 
STORE k<f----i 
.,___ __. PRELnHHARY,_____, 
AiiALY3I;; A 
ARTICULATORY 
l~CHA:IISU 
J\UDITOP.Y 
M}:CHAIH!::H 
s• 
AJfALYSEG 
L _J 
Fig. 5. Model ror the speech-generatinP. and speech-oercention 
process. The dashed line encloses components of a 
hypothetical analysis-by-synthesis scheme for speech 
perception. (K. N. Stevens and M. Hallet nRer.ia.rks on 
Analysis by Synthesis and Distinctive Features, 11 in 
Models for the Perce tion of Sueech and Visual Form, 
19 5. by permission of H.I.T. Press. · 
This model o.J.so claims that the mechanism employed in speech nroduction 
is the same as the mechanism used in speech perception. Furthermore, the 
model employs abstract representations of ~ords, coded in terms of 
disttnctive fcaturea, and phonolo~ica.l rules, apparently identicnl to 
thr. rules found in the phonolor:ice.1 component of a p;enerativc r-ra.mmar, 
'l'he model operates in the fo] lovinr, fashion. 'fhe auditory pA.t tern 
derived from the acoustic input undergoes preliminary a.nalysis5 the 
exa.ct nature of preliminary analysis is not specified in this model. 
On the ue.si~ of the preliminary analysis and contextual information, a 
I 
hYpot1h~$,is ·ts.: itte;de ,eoneern;i,ng·. ·the abstraet rey;resf!ntatiort of the. 
utte:rance·.; tJJhe propQs·ect abstract .re;-pre;sente:t'ion '1.s, conVe~ted. :~t::f an 
~quJva:lt15,nt audj;tott ps/t:t·efn ,e:aa ·ttoitt~~:e,a W'.?1:th the J:)at,terb.' un~,e~ an:r:1:ly,~ri$1 
:r::e ··the"re .ts· n~~eement, .£Jte"n th~ 1'tnat:hestl. z:~:a ,a;h!?tr:aet ·.r:en:!'.e·$eptJ1ti·,on 
is JU:dp:ed t'o be· eo1".ree't, and proctissing at.. more abst:ract .;1~ve1s. c~ 
" The· theo.rj.. of perceptual stratett,i-es ·has been dev~.loped in el.ose 
in.to dmJ:P s.t;r:gctt\t~· uni;'ts and to a.s·sign the r>toper ~~~~.tia.a1 ·f~nction 
to ea.ch .uzompcmeq.t ~ Tlie theory is the result of research by t~.. Garrett, 
J. A. Fodor., a.na. Thomas Dever-. At ~h~: pr¢.sen~., it is i~ -;a. lllUCh mpre 
f·lh.i:id s#e;te· than,: 'tlie ··other theories: a'.is1cusseij. so ,,fal'.'··, so :±:r. seems 
·~ne ear1Y .st.e.t,~m.ents or thtI 't'bi!orJ, '~F<;,do~ artd Bever., 1965, 
Ga,rrett , DeYer:," and ;Fad.or; 19·.S6} "Were based. Qn the ·phenom,e:no~ of 
cl,i:.c:k :lo(:e.J.i,zattp~.: '.T~h~:p prE!$ente,d ,,1'.tth a $J~nt:en.a,e ·vi:~".p_ a supet"inrpo se 
c1::Lc.k;, the ·su'.~Jf!qi .lo:q:at~s ·th,e' olJ~'.~ t~,;,,'e:.l'd :tll~ n:~ares,~ c..onst;itµ\ent. 
bou;ndar;r. Fur:t·h.ermore, eub'Jc.c~a lt)ct;tlizt? e1icko .eorrectly :prim~r.i:ly 
lofhen. they oocur on a cQnstituent boundary.. This p;tienome;ion. is 
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.i.nterpreted to mean that surface structure constituents form percentunl 
units, tendin~ to resist interruption by extraneous materia.l. 
In lnter work, more det~iled analysis of perceptual strate~ies 
followed. Fodor, Garrett. and Bever (Fodor and Garrett, 1967; Fodor. 
r~nrrett, Ftnd Hever, 1968) suggest that information about the 
properties of n11ecific lexical items is emplo;;ed by listeners. 'l'he 
listener selects the verb of the sentence and classifies it accordinr 
to the possible deep structure configurations it can occur vith: then 
the listener checks uJ.l these nossible deep structure coni'iF,Urations 
to see if the surface' structure he is presented with is a possible 
transformational version of the deer structure. In this proce!=lS of 
selectin1~ pos:::;i kle deep structures, the subject ta..kes adve.ntap;e pf • 
:mrface ::.tructure markers: for example. "ton implies that the verb must 
bi: able to take a. "for•.• tor' complementizer. 
Later vork also indicated that surface structure constituents 
.n~re not directly related to perception (Bever, Leckner, and Kirk, 
1969}. i'lather, the units of _perception seem to be deep structure uni ts. 
'l'he current status of the theory of perceptua.l rrb.rategies, as 
well as a. ~wnrna.r:r of releYa.nt reseEt.rch, he.s been presented b;r i1ever 
(1:r;o). tn this article, Bever rejects the theory of derivationRl 
complnxity. This theory cle.ims that the perceptual complexity of a 
frnntence is directly related to the number of transforrna.tions lnvolved 
In its derivation. (J\ theory oi' analysis-by-synthesis at a. syntactic 
level would imply derivationa.1 complexity.) nut Bever finds thnt, in 
~any cases, tran3formations a.re not related to perceptual complexity. 
l•'irst, transformational rules tha.:t delete structure do not a.dd 
complexity; sepond, certain reorderinf, transformations m~y even 
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simplify perception. For example, (1) is no more comµlex---and ma.v  
even be simpler--than (2};  
(1) It amazed Bill that John left early. 
(2) That John left early amazed llill. 
Uever then proceeds to discuss several perceptual stre.te~ies  
employed by listeners, Some of these are the following.  
a. When faced •..ri th a. sentence. the listener isolates those e.d,5a.cent 
phrases of surface structure which could correspond to a sentence in 
deep structure. The listener accomplishes this by segmentin~ toBetber 
items that could be related as tta.ctor, action, object.,.modifier." 
b. Unless there is information to the contrary, the first noun ..• verb 
clause is treated as the ma.in clause. 
c. Constructions are related internally according to semantic 
constraints. Ess~ntially, the listener selects the most likely 
semantic orF,anization. 
d. /t.ny Noun-Verb-Jfoun sequence that is potentially a. unit corresnonds 
to nactor, action, object.u 
e. The special properties of function words and verbs are employed. 
There is no need to give a complete list of proposed perceptual 
strategies, since all oi' them are proposed more or less tentatively. 
The general thrust of the theory, however, is this: .to inte~rate 
perceptual ::;tra.tei:,ies that a.re discovered to be applicable in langU11p:t~ 
~ith other perceptu~l IEµld cognitive processes, and to d~termine how 
langua~e is related to other human COKnitive abilities. 
Io tb~ niCJdo):a, of' ·f?Jtee,e~; n~~~:,,p~~.f¢ln ~tiiJ~uiia_ed the, nl"'.1tcl~111rl'I1:ri;:fl'..  
,::11,t1>t:er ;,. fe,. h~s Pe:,µ tmp~;i~f\}tt: :«;s~um-ed th~t nhot:fot::t,r: d];jf!,'f':e.1¥e:iric:cr1t ~hat  
iltiplicit in the 
ha1Jt2,., r>h~~.¢t~P~~~ c:a.n de''leJ;on 
;Alpij -e.t~:i. ~;~~~~ti:ry Jtt;st(nre11't.s @e.. I aeJ:nu.:"D:LY~· t:r:, 
i"(tn•ftn1;r.uh1:t:iio h~,fQfffl{!tiop- ,t,111;1.t ~~ :h13,· cJ~~~WJ;e(l 
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A preliminary study related to this question was conducted by 
D, n. Fry (1968). Fry found that he was a.ble to identify productions 
of the two .,,ords lax and la.cks rlth no contextual information orovided,--· - ·- -
'!'be experiment was conducted in the following wa:y: Fry prepared s. tape 
by s.plicing copies of' one production of lax and one production of _;La~.~-
in random order. He then listened to the tape, and, arter hearinr- eaeh 
vord, he pushed a button to identify it. Fry obtained both identificati, 
soore~ and reaction time to the two vords, He found, to his surprise, 
that he could identity the utterances correctly 96 times out of 100 
{a statistically significnnt result). Furthermore, he found that the 
reaction time to ~£.k!!,. was faster than to 1~, although the difference 
was not statisticall~ significant . 
Fry's stu.dy is quite tentative, so it is not propi??" to draw a. 
generaliza.tion from it . Fr:f tested only one subject, himself, and onl:r 
one supposedly-homophonous ~ord pair. There a.re a number of possible 
explanations of the results that do not imply that listeners are 
r,eners.lly ave.re of sub-phonemic d;ifferences. Fir.st, Fry is a very f5.ne 
phonetician; therefore, he may be sensitive to distinctions ~hich 
completely escape the ordinary listene!:". Second, he mo.y have., by che..11ce 
tested very distinctive productions of the two words; ordinarily, the 
two words may not be nearly so distinctive. Finally~ it may be that 
some error in one or the other of the two words made them distinctive 
but not in a linguistic sense--there may have been some extraneous 
noise on the original recording of the utterance. 
Hovever , Fry's finding, if it reflects a genere.l .listener ability, 
has considerable implications for theories of speech perception . 
Therefore, it seemed desirable to replicate Fry's experiment vith contro 
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over the variallles mentioned a.hove. 
Method 
Q:tiE1ull: Ten pairs of words ~ere selected, each n~ir consistin~ of 
one rnonomorphemic and one bi-:norphemic word of the same phonemic 
shape. Each riair of i..·ords composed 1;1. sub-list; ....-i thin the sub-list, 
the two words ~ere recorded in random order, each word appearing ten 
times. .i•:n.ch sub-list was introduced by two sentences in which the two 
Yords to be tested appeared in context. The follo~ing word nairs vere 
The speaker vas a me.le graduate student, a speak.er of General American, 
whose home is in Connecticut. 
The follo~in~ procedure vas employed to record the stimulus tape: 
fo::- ee.ch production of each word to be recorded, the speaker vas 
presented with a sketch picturin~ e.n activity su~P,estive of the vord; 
unclerneath the sketch vas a sentence emplo:,rinp; the word, and 
descriptive of the sketch. The speaker was certain that under these 
circwnsta.nces he could !)roduce the 11 correct word. 11 
Ti,ro stimulus tapes were recorded; the second tape was a counter-
balanced version of the first tape. On both tapes, words within lists 
were separated by five seconds; sub-lists vere separated by ten 
seconds. Both tapes were recorded in a sound-~roof recording booth, 
on an Ampex 350 tape recorder, at 7 1/2 i.p.s. 
Subjec~s_: 'l'wo groups of subjects participated in the experiment: 17 
undergraduate students with no traininR in phonetics, and 12 fITSduate 
students in an introductory or advanced phonetics class. 
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The subjects vere informed that the purpose of the experiment 
vas to detertnine hov quickly and hov accurately people could identify 
wards tha.t sound very much the same. The sub.lects were instructed 
to respond as quickly as possible and to guess if they did not knov 
which 1J'(lrd they heard. 
Prosedure: The instrumentation is described in the accompnnyinp, diagre 
(Fig, 6), 
tape 
recorder 0 
earphones 
2-cha.nnel!ta.pe  
recorder  
I  0 0 qutton.I ' channel 2 I channel l  switches  
I 
' 
I 
I 
I wave dI Ya~re l 
generator generator 
I J 
Fig. 6. Instrumentation for exPeriment testing the 
perception of sub-phonemic phonetic differences. 
Each aubJect listened to the stimulus tape over earphones; he respond 
to each vord by pushin~ one of two buttons, vhich were labeled, to 
identify which vord he heard. The buttons were connecte~ to tvo sigr 
generators, one generating a sine wave, the ·other a square vave. Bo· 
the stimulus tape and the subject's reaponse were recorded on a two-
channel tape recorder (.Ampex 354) at 7 1/2 i.p.s. Thus both the rea 
time and the response vere available for later analysis. Each subje 
responded to one complete list of 200 utterances. After the .test. f 
subject vas asked vhich pairs of words he felt he did vell on and 
vhich paira he fel~ he could not tell apart. 
··;r'e S t'l,On~e ~~S; ':tb~n 
~,riatlfiJ.'t,ion 
se:coi1d,: .cilantterl,, co;n~i~tta;nR "U'l"l.,·.·rf.'i 
trorn sllenc:a to 
tachntcaa 
fi'fii"~.,..1,.· mbject 
Res:uJ.ts_ 
r:lv~f',,..,s:i:.t 1 scores , 
---
- - ----
- ------
--
--
- - - - - -
--------------------------- -
'1.'AUL:::: 1 
u~ C~;r:i C":~R-2:C'::' IDEJTTIFICA'rIONR 
·------ -·---._.,.---------------
':'otal~:.:ord . air. List .ti 
rier cent ran;:e 0~ 
correct scores in 
Der cent-
l. •..rade/ 50.4 ?0-7'.l h6.3 
wei_ghed __ 
2. hose/ 46,3 
hoes 
51.1 30-73 
---· - 
3. bard/ 50.6 30-75 53.6 
barred -
4. uact/ 50.4 52.2 
~k_ed 
33-67 
-
1, 5 .1 5. lax/ 20-70  
lacks  
·-· ·-------
116. 4 
ba.sed 
6. baste/ 49.6 25-70 
-- -·-·---·- -
7. adds/ 46.2 4.3. 525-75 
,._adze ---------· -. 
8. mist/ 48.9 
missed 
45.5 25-65 
___ ... 
- ..-- -- ..--------·-·--
9. laps/ 55,2 
lapse 
55.4 30-75 
- ---·---------
48.7 
r.:uessed_ 
49.0. 2n-.A510.. ~est/ l ----------- -.-
- ---·- ·-----1-----.----------·-
Li st B ~honetics Phonetically 
Students Untrained 
~tuner.ts 
-----+---------+------
55.? 51.3 
52.~56.R 50.1 
---·----------------- ·- ---
49.652.1 
-------------t--
48.6 48.154.2 
--+---------if--
1i2.642.A 47.1 
·-·-·--·--.-------+---
43.253,5 53.7 
--------'---------+------ --
46.5 45.3 
----~--------1------. 
43.9 
- -- -- -- -+--------ic----·------
58.8  
- -- - -- -"-··----·----
55,6 51.13 
,w
4(i. P 
50,(;____ J 
------ -- -· - -- - - -----~----
0 
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graphically in Fig, 7. Furthermore, phonetics students do not seem 
to perform ::;ignificantly differently from phonetically untra.ined 
trnb,jects. 
______J 
WADB / 
Hl!.'mHED 
II0f.E/ 
lfOI!:f. 
--,------
50.4 
51.1 
wrnu/ 50.6 
lli\RRI::D --~ 
I1ACT'/ 
PACKED 50.4 
LAX/ 
LACY..!~ 45,1 
HA::3'rE/ 
l;lASED 49.6 
AfJDG/ 
ADZE 46.2 
;.nsT/ 
MISSED 
LAPS/ 
LAPSE 
r q5,5I __J 55.4 
GUEST/ 
GUESSED _J 49.0 
J I 
30 4o 50 6n 70 75 Per Cent 
Pir:. 7, Per Cent. correct identifications for each word oair. 
When the rc:.ponses of the subjects to ea.ch prodtic_tion are rurn.l:rzed. 
however, it n.ppea.ri:; that subjects are very consistent in their resnonses 
to some of the test items, Clearly consistent Judgments {significant 
at ,02 level or higher) for at least one production wer~ obtained for 
the following pairs tested: wei5hed/vade, barred/bard, lax/lacks, 
baste/based, and mist/missed. Two pairs tested did not produce any 
sie;nificant ar,reernent among subjects: P..9.Sl?/hoe!"!. and l~..E_~l!._a~. Three 
pairs ma.y or may not be considered significant; in each of these pairs, 
n~reement in res~onses vas reached £or four productions at a ,05 
level of si~nificance. 
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?ABLE 2 
COtiSIST.EllCY OF SUBJ..:.CTS' IiEtiPOUSES 
PER (';!)ft ·6.J.,l 8 AOREEW6 ·IU RESPO!'fSP. B 
{underlined scores are ~iFnifiCRTit at .02 level) 
List A 
productio.::J 
number wade hose ha.rd nact lax :,aste adds mist 
l bl.5 16.7 66.7 54.5 46.2 85.7 53.3 lillh.Q 
2 53.8 69,2 69.2 36.4 33,3 33,3 50.0 30.0 
3 41.7 66.7 23,1 81.8 23,l 42.9 58,3 50.0 
h 53.8 61.5 76.9 · 36.q 50.0 42,9 33,3 uo.o 
5 50.0 76.9 58,3 81.6 33,3 50,0 41.7 50.0 
6 53,8 50.0 58.3 54,5 25.0 50.0 J~1. 7 60.0 
1 50.0 53,8 ~ 70,0 46.2 57,1 50.0 66.7 a ,46.l 69.2 75.0 54.5 61.5 66.7 50.0 70.0 
9 45.5 46.l 38,5 81.8 53,8 71.4 16.7 60.0 
10 38.5 1'6.l 61.5 81.8 61.5 66.7 75.0 20,0 
11 69.2 76.~ 30,8 30.0 18.2 18.2 33.3 30.0 
12 58,3 66.7 30.8 50.0 53.8 72.7 75.0 10.0 
13 38.46 46.l 61.5 27.3 53,8 50.0 33 .3 66.7 
14 30.8 46.l 84.6 63,6 41.7 61.; I 54,5 50.0 
15 63.6 46.1 46.l h5.5 30.8 78.S 58,3 50.0 
16 69.2 58.3 46.l 54. 5 ;o.o 58,3 25.0 80.0 
17 69.2 53.8 61.5 63.6 46.2 28.6 83,3 55,5 
18 38.5 61.5 q6,l 45.5 46.2 57.1 58.3 40.0 
19 46.l 61.5 l5.4 45.5 58.3 78.5 56.3 40.0 
20 61.5 61.5 38.5 63.6 38.5 33.3 41.7 70.0 
· List B 
producti<?EJ 
number Ye.de hose be.rd na.ct lax baste a.dds mist 
1 63.6 45.5 27.3 60.0 58,3 16,7 75.0 63.6 
2 52'.5 55-5 45.5 20.0 50.0 36.4 50.0 · 45,5 
3 63.6 55.6 54.5 55.6 50.0 58,3 25.0 . 63,6 
4 54,5 50,5 18.2 10.0 54.5 33,3 25.0 63.6 
5 60.0 27,3 66.7 50.0 45.6 75.0 75,0 54,; 
6 ;4,5 60.0 60.0 55.6 63.6 50.0 16.7 36.4 
1 36,4 36.4 30.0 50,0 41.7 66.7 50.0 50.0 
0 54,5 81.8 10.0 44.4 45.6 50.0 41.7 50.0 
9 54. 5 10.0 50.0 77.8 83.3 20.0 83.3 45.5 
10 100.0 45.5 45.5 60.0 41.7 54.5 50.0 72,7 
11 bb.7 55,5 63.6 Go.a 54,5 25.0 58.3 70.0 
12 50.0 70.0 36.4 60.0 36,4 50.0 36.3 27,3 
13 36.4 45.5 63.6 25.0 66,7 lt!. 7 54.5 27.3 
14 63.6 36.4 30.0 50.0 . 33,3 75.0 58.3 81.8 
15 60.0 55.6 18.2 30.0 33,3 45.5 50,0 27.3 
16 63.6 55 .6 51'.5 50.0 ~1.7 33,3 54.5 27.3 
17 54.5 63.6 30.0 51.1 66.7 66.1 45.5 45.5 
18 18.2 4o.o 36.4 70.0 22.2 25.0 50,0 45.5 
19 72,7 27.3 4o.o 55.6 63.6 72.1 63.6 63.6 
_.?.Q 72,7 60.0 45,5 20.0 66.7 50.0 25.0 6~.6 
la.use Q"Uest 
54.5 25.0 
8L8 41.T 
54.5 58.3 
81.8 66.7 
36,4 45.5 
36,h h5.5 
45.5 58,3 
72.1 41.7 
63.6 66.7 
h5.5 50.0 
45,5 41.7 
50.0 56.3 
54. 5 16.1 
45,5 50.0 
27 .3 58,3 
54.5 58.3 
45,5 66.7 
54.5 58.• 3 
63.6 50.0 
54.5 50.0 
lapse uuest 
71.4 42,9 
28.6 69.2 
50.0 61.S 
50.0 50.0 
71.4 57.1 
57,1 21.4 
42,9 64.3 
61.5 69.2 
42.9 28.6 
6h.3 35.7 
50.0 28.6 
so.o 21.li 
30.8 42.9 
46.2 21.4 
71..4 61.5 
28.6 53.8 
64.3 64.3 
57,l 42,9 
h2.9 l~!·l 
,~ 7 ';/ 
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The consistency of sub,1ects' responses is represented in Te.ble 
2. 
Even when subjects are highly consistent in ar.reeing on a n~rticular 
response, they do not necessarily identify the word ~orre~tly; the 
ide.nt1f1cat1on scores for utterances for which su'b,1ects a.p::ree on one 
response {at .02 level) are still at chance level (57% correct). 
~.1ect Interview: The mean identification score ror the word pair 
judr,ed e&~iest nnd Cor the most difficult word pair vas calculated. 
'!'he score rept-eset'lts each sub,,ect 1 s performance in relation to his 
judr;m.ent of ease and dirficulty, and thus does not repre5ent ~erformance 
on any one word pair. The differences ~ound were not statistically 
siP,nificant, but did lie in an interestin~ direction: both phonetically 
trained end phonetically untrained subjects performed better on the 
word pairs they considered easy than on the ..ord pnirs they considered 
difficult. 
TADLI:: 3 
mJ 13,:n;C'L'S I PERF'OllMANCt IN HI:::LATION TO .ruDGMJ::HTS  
OF ::ASE A,Nl) UIFFICULTY  
-
All rlu'oJect~  
Phone  
rhone  
Students 
·-·-
Furthermore, subJects show a fair amount of a~eement in Jud~inp 
which pairs of words are difficult s.nd which are ells:,. Table~ shomi 
Word Pair Judged 
I
Word Pair Judged Most 
Easiest(% Correct) Difficult{~ Correct) 
53.10 46.0l 
tics Students 51.Go 49.20 
tiea11y Untrained 54,10 43.8o 
-
the number of times each ~ord pair was jud~ed easy and the number of 
times each word pair was judged difficult. 
TABLE 4 
EASB AND DIFFICULTY OF WORD PAIRS AS JUDGED BY SUBJECTS 
Word pair Nuniber of times 
easy 
judged 
I 
NW!lber of times 
difficult 
judp,ed 
ve.de/•,l'eila!;hed 
hose/hoes 
bard/be.r:red 
pa.ct/pa.eked 
lax/lacks 
baste/based 
adds/a.dz.e 
mist/missed 
laps/lapse 
guest/guessed 
6 
3 
5 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
4 
7 
1 
2 
3 
2 
5 
0 
3 
1 
. 
Reaction time: Reaction time was not determined for all subjects. 
As Tables 5 to 8 shov, reaction time vas quite slow for nll subjects 
and to all word pairs. There is no significant systematic difference 
in reaction time betveen correct and incorrect responses. 
Reaction time to productions labeled consistently is quite 
variable, When the reaction time to consistently labeled productions 
is compared with the mean reaction time for that word pair, the 
differences in reaction time are in no way systematic, When the 
differences are statistically significa.nt, however, then reaction time 
is longer to the consistently labeled production. These data are 
presented in Table 9, 
When reaction time to mono-morphemic and to bi-morphemic vords 
is examined, there is some tendency for reaction time to be shorter 
-- --
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- ---- --
-- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- --
-- --
-- --
-- --
- --
'.:'ABLE 5 
1<1:..ACTIOli. '.i'IME, Iii SECONDS, FOR SU.i,JECTS WITH TRAHfIPlr. E~ PIIONE'l.'ICS, FOR THE PAIRS 
. WAD::/WEIGKED, HOSE/HOES, fiA..'>{D/BARRED, PACT/?i.CKED, ArID LAX/LACKS 
(~ean and standard deviation; significantly different means for correct vs. incorrect respor.ses are 
ur.derlined) 
.
I ' IISub,Ject : wade / weighed hose I hoes l bard I barred pact I nacked lax I lacks 
I l I -#-~-·-· ! '  
).G. i f  l' all responses i 1.180 .118 1.103 .a,o ,970 ,152 1.229 .207 I 1.265 .222
!correct  
responses 1.178 .129  1.170 .167 ,91G ,083 1.223 ,257 1.289 .203  
incorrect  
__responses __t!_1.183 ____ .113 ______ 1.058___ .292_J__1.024____ .188 ___1.234____ .169___ 1.245__ .244 ___  
L.S. ·  
all res~onses 1.098 ,199  1.181 .234 1.003 .180 1.192 ,303  
correct  
resp.onses  1.042 .168 1.147 .225·  
incorrect  
responses  
.153 1.187 .221 
.930 ,19li 1.220 ,3551.176 .252.203 
z. ff. 
all responses -- -- --· --
correct  
res!)onses  -- -- .  
incorrect  : 
responses 
- -----.-------- -----------------0---------------- ---------------- --------.--------- --------------
s.z. 
1.651 .505  
correct  
responses  
1.23h .5461. 81l. .6231.261 ,398all resronses 
.1.348 ,371 1.806 .61.9 1.320 .627 1.597 . 518 
wincorrect \.,., 
responses 1.213 .419 1.822 .633 1.015 ,348 1.G98 .523l 
+----- -
---------------------------------------------------
-- -- -- --
-- -- -- --
-- -- -- --
----------------- --------------
-- --
-- --
-- --
- ---------------- ----------------
-- --
-- --
----
TABLt u 
RE..\CTION TIME' In ol!t'CmIDS > FOR SiJBJEC'!'S WITH '.i.'IL\INING IN PHONETICS, FOR THE PAIRS 
BASTE/BASED, ADDS/ADZE, MIST/MISSED, LI\PS/LAPSE. A1ID GUEST/GUESSED 
{mean and standard deviation; significantly different means for correct vs. incorrect responses are 
underlined) 
1 
Subject baste I based adds I adze mist I missed la!)S I lapse guest I guessed 
D.G. 
all responses i·.096 .189 1.019 .081 
correct 
responses 
1.115 .227 1.137 .J.98~957 .149 
1.101 .1581.009 .063 1.158 .227 .930 --
incorrect 
responses 
.970 .199 
1.033 ,078.948 .115 1.071 .178 1.190 .248.J..143 .219 
~-----------------~---------------~-----------------
~-------------------------------~-----------------
L.S. 
all responses .983 .159 1.369 ,358 1.186 .294 
correct 
responses .973 .138 1.353 .417 1.188 .291 
incorre·ct 
responses ' .993 .189 1.402 .235 1.185 .324 
---------------~----------------- -~----------------~-----------------~ 
Z.B. ' 
. . 
all responses l.542 .440 1.468 .563 1.620 .525 1.589 .516 
correct 
responses 1.465 .454 1.491 .586 1:603 .515 1.571 .406 
incorrect 
responses 1:598 .443 1,442 .581 1.644 .599 1.597 ,587 
~-----------------
s.z. 
1.265 .5091.243 .4641.081 .330all responses 1.263 .506 
correct 
1.088 .2571.246 .4131.049 .2301.267 .292responses 
incorrect 
1.241 .529 1.353 .5901.261 .619 I 1.124 .445responses -· ., 
L,J 
0\ 
------------------ ---------------
------------------ --------------- ---------------- ----------------
------------------- ---------------- -----------
__,... ~b · ·: r rm'm '• li :'n ·'-.•'r t:'t cl?' 
'l'ABr.:::: 7 
~EACTI0H TIME, IN 8ECO:.;:;Js. FOR ?IT0}!E'TICALLY 1.JNTRAL'l~ ·"l,'BJ:i;CTS FOR '!'HE PAIRS 
WADE/WEIGHED, HOSE/Hr.Es, B,..R::>/BARnED, PACT/PPCKE.J. ~m LAX/LACKS 
{:::ean and standard deviation; significantly different means for correct vs. incorrect resnonses are 
underlined) 
--------~--------,----,------~--------.------------··--; l-Subject vade / veighed hose I hoes bard/ barred ?act/ packed lax/ lacks 
1.513 .281 1.377 .192. 1 -~!!r:~:pr.esu_. 1.263 . 241 1.376 .186 1.1)4 .327 
1.403 .164 1.310 .176 1.214 .197 : 1.397 .199 1.180 ,2991 
1 .560 .312 1.421 .197 
1 ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ----------------1 --------------- -=~==~----:=:~--~--=::::____::~!, . __:::::__ ~~~  
j 2 all r_esp. ' . 1 .967 .516 2.458 - . . 945 1.901 .642 i ? ,382 :1ao·· 1.151 .618
I correct resp . 1.725 .516 2.125 . \,02 2.181 .964 '. 2.340 ,718 l.t:>31 .551 
2.304 1 .190 2 .863 1.212~~~~~~~ ~~~~  _1 .780____ .439--t·_2;431___ .892·.. -.:::76__:~~:J 
3 all resp. 1.663 .816 2.150 .941 1 .635 ,515 1.687 .486 1.380 .569 :I 
correct resp . 1.443 .744 2 .158 .94l 1.570 .423 1 .719 .521 2.045 .926\ 
2.320 ,734~~~~~~~ ~~~~  1.690 .317 I 1.638 .473 . _::::~__::::~ 
4 all resp. 1.042 .639 I 
correct reso . 
2.056 .651 1.549, .66T 1.323 ,599 
1.176 .793 
incorrect resp. 
2.061 .623 1.769 ,766 l,227 ,565 
.922 :4832.050 .739 · 1,329 .502 1.498 .673 
------------------ ---------------- ------------- ·-
5 all resp. 1.731~ ,552 1.723 .460 · 2.139 , 507 
I.-~~~~::::!c~·::;P·__--~:Ir~-- ·__ :~l~-- ----------==--- -~:~~~----:~!~-- _;:~~;____:!!~--- --~---------ro all resn. · -- -- 1.867 .525 1.635 .268 : I correct- resp. 1.110 . 45s 1. 585 .191 ...  
1 incorrect resu. 1.993 .622 1.662 .309 I • 
r------------------- ------------------ ---------------- ----------------- ----------------- -------------1 
7 all resp. . 1.376 · .228 ~ 1.778 .47G 1.699 ,272 1.6:?.8 .348 
1 correct resp. 1.363 .168 1.779 .487 -- -~ 1.739 .290 1.443 .250 
incorrect resp. 1.385 .278 1.776 .210 -- -- 1 .636 .258 1.814 ,352 
8-all-resp.---. ---- ·-1.972-----.326-- -1.917____ 336 .-- ---__-----__---- -2 .364---- .813___ -2~6;~--~664- w 
r correct resp, 1.910 .318 1.934 .329 -- · -- 2,778 .921 2.242 .305 ~ I incorrect r~sp. 2.057 ,338 1.891 ,37C. 2.123 .669 2,742 · .709 
J______-~---- ------- --·-·------4-----------·--·· ·· -·' 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
----------------------------------------------------
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- --- --- --
-- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- --
------------------ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
------------------ -- --
-- --
-- --
------------------ -------------- ---------------- -- --
-- --
-- --
---------------
-- -- --
-- --
-- -- -- --
--
TABLE 8 
iu:ACTIOi.i ::.·:. . .::.;' IJ SEcmms' FOR ?HONErICALLY U:i?RAI:ill!:l: SUBJECTS. FOR ThE PAIRS 
BASTE/BASED, ADDS/ADZE~ MIST/MISSED, LAPS/LAPSE, Ai'ID GUEC:.T/GUESSED
(mean and standard deviation; significantly different means for correct vs. incorrect res~onses are 
· underlined) 
Subject baste I based adds I "l.dze :nist I r:iissed laps I lapse guest I guessed 
1 all res?, 1.489 .267  
correct resp.  1.431 .268  
incorrect resp.  1.527 .271 ,... ______________ 
------------------~----------------
2 all resp. 2.232 ,543  
correct resp. I 2.305 .473  
incorrect resp.  2.123 .652 
~-----------------~---------------------------------------------------------------~------------------
3 all resp. 1.828 .859 1.280 .384 1.970 .476 
correct resp. 
1.782 ,729 1.725 ,593 
1.984 .341 
incorrect resp. 
2.163 .887 1.325 .247 1.815 .6041.793 .684 
1.267 .430 1.963 .5481.771 .828 1.235 .120l.35~ .617 _______________ , 
-----.---------- -~------------------------------- ~--------------- ~ ------·-------- -
4 all resp. 1.697 .754 1.523 ,637 ' 1.400 .466  
incorrect resp.  
correct resp. 1,855 ,735 
1.348 .749 1.625 ,780 
~-------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------
1.845 .718 
correct resp. 
5 all resp. 
1.826 .566 
incorrect resp. 1.857 .836 
-----------------1------------------------------------------------~------------------
1,103 ,397 1.070 .296,960 .1856 all resp. .. 927 .134-
1.136 .332,996 .264 
.978 •2li1 
,966 .154 .874 .149correct res-p. 
1.296 .547,951 .127,954 .220incorrect resp. 
----------------~------------------~ ---------.-----
1,652 .408  
correct resp.  
l·.848 .3731.742 .2497 a.11 resp. 1,937 .385 
1.506 .151  
incorrect resp.  
1.908 .4341.748 .2681,971 .441 
1.972 .6181.862 .246 1.729 ,230 1.779 .305 
~-----------------------~----------~---------------- ----------------~----------------- ,.__ 2.135 .5152.13l1 ,3118 all resp. 2.073 ,541 . 2.049 .468 
incorrect resp. 
2.283 .3101,901 .385 --· --correct resp. 
2.292 .6041.909 .1292.345 .665 
I 
__...•z•r.-_____!!a!!!!!.aS________, TJ\.SJll9p----------lt------)·J__,..... 
rr C
REACTIO;:; TL'-!E, IN SECOlrns. TO PRODUCTIOiJG LABELED CON'SISTEiiTLY 
(reaction times s~gnificantly difrerent from mean are ur.derlined) 
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to the bi-morphemic word, aa Fry discovered, The differences, however, 
are not statistica.lly significant. These de.ta a.re presented ·1n 
Tables 10 to 12, 
Acoustic analysis: In order to discover the acoustic cues that subjects 
vere employing to arrive at consistent labelin~. spectrograms were 
made of all productions that vere labeled consistently. Spectrograms 
Yere also made of some productions for each word pair that were labeled 
at ~andom, and of the production that immediately preceded the consis-
tently labeled production. Spectrograms were made on a Kay Electric 
Company Gonagraph. 
It ,.as :found that subjects wer.e employing t....,o types or cues: 
slight differences in consonant quality and differences in vowel 
durntion, For the ',ford pa.irs :£_e.ste/ba.sed, mist/missed, and lax/ 
lacks, subjects were re5ponding to a slight difference !n the fricative 
[sJ. The consistently labeled prod~ctions had more energy, et al.l 
frequencies, in the fricative than the productions that ~ere labeled 
at random. 
The word pairs wad~f::!SJghed and be.rd/barred vere labeled 
consistently on the basis of vowel duration. Hove•,er, subjects 
apparently were not responding to absolute differences in vo¥el 
duration, but to the duration of a vo~el compared to the duration 
of the vovel of the preceding production. Thus a production Cbe~dJ 
vould be labeled ba.rr!:.!!. i:f it folloved a production •.ti th a. perceptibly 
aborter vovel; it wou1d be labeled bard if it followed a. production 
vith a perceptibly longer Yowel. It did not matter Yhether the 
word. vaa intended as hbard" or "ba.rred, 11 
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Discussion 
To a great extent. the results of this experiment are negative. 
Subjects can not identify the word pairs correctly. They do not 
perform better on the word pairs they consider easy than on the word 
pairs they consider difficult. And no inferences can be drawn from 
the reaction time except that, because the reaction time is very 
slow, the subjects find it difficult to decide which word they have 
heard. 
However, subjects seem to be aware of at least some sub-phonemic 
information since they label some word pairs consistently, even 
though not correctly. Faced 1'ith the task of the experiment, subjects 
develop a strategy for making use of fine phonetic detail, In this 
manner they arrive at some consistent labelings. But since the 
identifications based on this strategy are equally likely to be correct 
or incorrect, the strategy can not be considered to be part of 
ordinary speech perception. 
Thus the results of the experiment imply that even though subjects 
may become aware of sub-phonemic differences, they do not know what 
linguistic use to make of them. 
CHAPTER T.HR EE 
THE PERCEPTION OF 013STRUENT CLUSTERS 
~tudies dP.alin~ ~ith the perception of order of non-speech sounds 
indicate that perceivinP, the order of sounds of short duration is 
quite p'.t"oblemntic, Hirsch (1959) reported tha.t, after considerable 
pra.cti ce, subjects could perceive the order of t·.ro sounds correctly 
if the onset of the sounds was !:.eparated by 15 to 20 :,sec. For 
stimuli, Hirsch used tones and i:iursts of noise 500 msec. in duration 
a.swell a.s clicks. Hirsch concludes thnt the minimal temporal interval 
required for perception of order is independent of the duration of the 
sound (vi thin the limits of the experir.icnt) and of the q_uali ty of the 
sow1d. 
llroa.dbent and La.defoged (1959) found tha.t, at first, subjects 
could not perceive the order of sounds u.~less the onset of the sounds 
wns separated by 150 msec.; with considerable training, a 30 msec. 
scprirntion becrurw arleciuute for accurate perception of order. Broadbent 
nnd l,adefor.i:crl used t.:1ree different stimuli: a 11 hiss," hiph freouency 
noise OI~ 120 rnsec. duration; a "pip, 11 an 800 cps sine wave of 30 
msec:. durntion. and a "buzz. 11 a 171 cps square wave of 30 msec. 
duration. 
Hoth these experiments involved the perception of' the order of 
only two element$, However, the task is much more difficult when the 
_t 
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subject has to determine the order of three or more elements. Several 
experiments involving the orderinP, of more than two sounds are 
reported by Warren and Warren (19TO). In the first experiment, 
subjecte were asked to determine -che order of three sowids--a hiss, a. 
tone, nnd a buzz, each lasting 200 msec.--vhich were repeated over 
and over ..,d thout pe.uses, The sub,) ects performed no better than chance, 
When the order of four sounds--a high tone, a lo~ tone, a bu~z, and 
a hiss, each lasting 200 msec.--was to be Jud~ed, the duration of each 
item had to be increased to bet~een 300 and 700 msec. for half or the 
subjects to identit)· the sequence correctly. In the last experiment, 
the sub,Jects were e.sked to Judp;e the order of four 200 msec. vo•,1el 
segments, cut from productions of extended vowels and s~liced together 
w-i thout po.uses. 'l'he subjects performed no better than chance. 
Identirication of order bece.me possible only when a 50 ~sec. silent 
interval was introduced between the vo~els. 
These experiments show that subjects have considerable difficulty 
in perceiving the order of sounds. However, listeners have no 
comparable difficulty Yith the order of elements in perceiving s~eech, 
even though many speech sounds are of quite short duration. Words 
like tax and task,~ a.nd ask are normally perceived correctly, even 
though the duration of the consona.nts in the cluster is close to the 
minimwn discovered in the Hirsch experiment. A reA.soneble er,timate 
of the duration of E~ !_,and~ is 51 msec., 30 msec. and 36 msec., 
respectively (Lehiste, 1970), These figures are derived from Estonian J 
. .3 
short voiceless stops. ,j 
'~ 
It is, of course, a common observation that 
,j 
' 1children nave j 
difficulty with such clusters; ak~ is a very common child pronuncia.ti.on}I 
of ~~t., for example. And his toricaJ.ly, such clusters ha.ve been 
pro~e to metathesis. 1 Still, adults seem to have no trouble ~ith 
1It may be th~t the sroradic occurrence of metntheais, ~ound 
in 1:tistorica.l cha.nr;e. could be better explained by exa.mininp; errors 
in flerception rather thtm errors in production, ...,hich ha.s been the 
t.rA.clit1onal ntnrtinr. noint for discussinr: la.n~uar:e chan~e. 
thuuc clusters in the ordinary use of srieech. 
'rhe observation that children 11.ave trouble ;ri th obstruent clusters 
but:adults do not could imply that the adults• proficiency is a. result 
oi considerable practice. 30th the Broadbent a.nd La.defo~ed. and 
Hirsch experiments show that the perception of order improves ...,.ith 
practice. Analop-;ously, the adults' proficienc::r could be a result of 
' 
rrn~tic~ acquired in the course of lnn~ap;e lea.rninft. Ho:.;ever, it 
is ~lso possible~ nnd has been su~gested by a number of theorists, 
that :,,e>rne :::.peciul mechanisms a.re emplo:ircd in the perception of consonarrt 
clu.oter:;. 'L'hus Broadbent and Lad.efo,o:ed report that the introspec:tive 
fcelinn, developed in Judf,ing order, is that tvo ite~s become 
differentiated on the basis of over-all quality rather than order. 
1hey SUP,ge~t that the perceptual mechanism onerates on discrete sMnles 
o.f perceptual information; when two items fall into the same 
s,mple tnei:r order h'l.s to oe ln.ferred on sol:'Le other besis. 0n the be.sis of 
the :f;roadbent and La.defoged and Hirsch experiments, Neiss er (19G7) 
o.rr:u;e3 that A. listener r;ra.duo.lly learns to distinv.uish a cluster lib~ 
~-G r:rorn Fl cluster like ,;;_t, rather than rerceivinr; A. se1uence of ~ 
followed b:.r s, or ~- followed 'tiy !· He implil,!s that such clusters 
nre perceptual uniti:; to the listener, not normally analyzed further. 
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Wickelgren 1 s idea of context sensitive coding, presented in detail 
in Chapter One (Wickelgren, 1969a, 1969b), can also explain the 
rnct that adults easily perceive a SeQuence of consone.nts correctly, 
when a listener is presented "1th a consonant cluster, e.g. sk, be 
knows that it is composed or two elements, but he does not encode 
these elements in order; rather, the cluster is coded as an unordered 
sequence, ~ith each element identified for ~hat precedes and follovs it. 
Gchematically, the coding would be somethin~ like the followin~: 
~ku #sk. 1'hese elements ca.n t.e assembled in the correct order, and 
the listener ca.n arrive at the intended sequence. 
The perception 0£ obstruent clusters is an interesting problem 
for ·empirical study, particularly since it is related to the almost 
universally accepted notion that the minimal unit in speech perception 
is the phoneme. Both Neisser's suggestion and Wickelp;ren's theory, if 
substantiated, vould argue against this view. 
An experiment was designed to investignte the perceptual mechanisms 
employed in the perception o~ obstruentclusters. J3y observing the 
pattern of confusions of obstruent clusters in the presence of noise, 
it is possible to make some inferences about the perceptual mechanisms 
underlying the perception of these clusters. 
Method 
Stimuli: Fifteen pairs of English words were selected which differed 
from each other only in the order of obstruents in a cluster. Five 
pa.irs of vords ended in the obstruent cluster us/~; five ended in 
ts/§~; five ended in k~/sk. For each obstruent cluster, there vas 
one pair of tvo-syllable ...,ords; in addition, each obstruent cluster 
appeared R.t lea.st once with no morpheme boundary in th,~ cluster. 'Che 
full list of words is reproduced below: 
apse 
e.sp 
Blatz 
blast 
ax 
ask 
lips 
lisp 
ma.ts 
mast 
tax 
task 
Capsian 
Caspian 
blitzer 
blister 
axin~ 
e.skinr. 
claps 
clasp 
boots 
boost 
J~!ax 
m&sk 
raps cos.ts brickfi 
rnsr coast brisk 
Three list~ were constructed. On ce.ch list ea.ch word a.ppep.redI 
two times in random order; the order was arrived nt by usin~ a tnble 
of random numbers. 'l'hus ea.ch list consisted of 60 vords; ea.ch consooant 
cluster aµpenred on each list ten times. 
The speaker was a. male, with a medium-pitch voice, from Akron, 
Ohio. Before recording, the speaker practiced for some time so that 
he could produce the stressed vowel of each word at a constant intensity. 
~his was nccomplished by monitorinG the v.u. meter on the tape recorder. 
When the speaker vas producing the words at a consta.~t intensity, the 
actual recordinv ~as made, monitoring each production to keep the 
intensity nt a constant level. The three lists were recorded in a 
sound-proof recordinr; booth on a.n J\mpex 350 tape recorder, at 7 1/2 
i.p.s. Word5 W"ere separated by 2.5 seconds, after every fi'le vords, 
there vas a gap or 5 seconds. 
The stimulus tape was made by re-recording the master tape while 
adding "white" noise produced by a Grayson-Stadler noise p:enerator. 
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The instrumentation is shown in the accompanying dia~ra.m (Fi~. 8). 
Ampex 350 
Tape necorder ' step attenuator 
\ 
I, 
Grayson-Stadler 
Noise Generator 
455-B 
)  
AmpexAmpex ~ 
Audio 354 
Mixer ';rape Recorder 
Fig. 8. Instrumentation for addin~ noise to stimulus tape. 
Three different signal-to-noise ratios were employed for the three 
lists: the first list was re-recorded at a signal-to-noise ratio of 0 
. 
d. b.; the second list was re-recorded at a signal-to-noise ratio of 
+12d.b.; the third list was recorded at a signal-to-noise ratio of 
-6 d.b. 
Subjects: Nineteen su~jects participated in the experiment. All 
were members of The Ohio State University linguistics department and 
native speakers of English. 
Procedure: The experiment was conducted as a listening test. Before 
the test, subjects were instructed to write what they heard, and to 
guess if necessary; they were told to expect some unusual words, and 
these words were shown to them. 1"or the test, the stimulus tape was 
played on a tape recorder while the sub,]ects listened over earphones, 
and wrote what they heard on an answer sheet. Each sub,1ect listened 
to the entire tape (3 lists), and thus responded to 180 stimulus words. 
In addition, five subjects took the test a second time. In the 
second test, the listening conditions were identical to those of the 
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first test, but the subjects vere instructed to say what they heard. 
The subjects' spoken response and the stimulus tape were recorded 
on separr:icte che.nnels of' e.n Ampex 354 tape recorder. 
'l'he subject1J I responses were tabulated in the rorrn of confusion 
matrices. The answers 'l:ere scored only for the perception of the 
obstruent clusters. Th~s. if the stimulus vord vas ra~, but the 
sub,Ject wrote !fil?.S, he "1as scored correct. 
The resy,onse tapes of the five sub,Jects who ~ave spoken responses 
were processed by an lUema-Schonander MingoEl:ra.f, each channel of the 
tape being represented as an oscillogram on a separate channel of the 
Min~ograJ'. The paper speed vas 100 ~/sec. 
Reaction time was determined by measuring from the onset of the 
stimulus word to the onset of the response, and from the end of the 
stimulus word to the onset of the response. There wa.s no di fficul t:r 
in measurement when the siRnB.l-to-noise ratio was +12 d.b. When the 
signal-to-noi'se ra.tio wa.s O d. b., measurements from the stimulus word 
had to be made from the vowel rather than from the consonants. 
Reaction time could not be determined.when the signal-to-noise ratio 
wa.s -6 d.b. 
ResuJ.ts 
Con£usions: The results are presented in the accompanyin~ confusion 
matrices (Tables 13 to 51). Ea.ch cell of' the matrices ahovs the 
number of times the stimulus consonant clustert given a.t the beF,innin~ 
of the ro'W', was identified as the consonwit cluster given in the 
column hee.uing. Correct responses lie on the diagonal. In addition, 
I 
the percent of a.11 the responses of each row that lie in a particular  
cell is given for each cell. A.I. (articulation index) ~ives the  
ratio of correct identifications for each matrix.  
Tables 13 to 15 give confusion matrices for all responses. As 
· is to be expected, the higher the noise is, in relation to the si~nal, 
the more confusion errors occur. It ~an be observed that, for a.11 
consonant clusters, the most common error is a reversal of the 
consonant cluster. Furthermore, the stop-fricative cluster is 
perceived correctly more often than the corresponding fricative-stop 
cluster. This effect may result from the higher frequency of stop-
fricative clusters in English. 
The pattern of confusions for written responses (Tables 16 to 
18) and for spoken responses (Tables 19 to 21) is essentially the 
same. Thus·, there is no advantage to. spoken, responses, and spoken 
responses ·do not produce a different pattern of confusions. 
Tables 22 to 27 present the confusion matrices for two-sy~lableo 
words. · The articulation index is slightly higher for two-syllable 
words, but the confusion patterns remain essentially the same. There 
is some tendency to confuse E_ and~ clusters only with each other, 
and not with 1 clusters; however, this is probably due to other 
differences in the two-syllable words tested, i.e., a different vowel 
and a different. final consonant. 
Tables 28 to 45 present confusion matrices for all test words 
with a given vowel. The most common confusion, for all vowels, is 
still a reversal of the consonant cluster. There is only one exception 
to this tendency; when the vowel is [J:.J, R clusters tend to be 
confused with t clusters about as much as with each other. 
-
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----~o - -1.33.1  
l 2 "5,5 :r .1 
l _ l 
42.5' 29 . 5 2. 9 
41 4  
.lf  36.9 
___ ] __2 
2.2 66.61.5 
2 92 
11.1 5.6  
--~--7___  22 
·- ··--
• • r 
---T--1 
11 1.s i 
11 --- -- _ . 
9 . 3 I 
13 
12.n-~·- 1 
18 , 
. -·14 ·.-f .. ---, 
2(]___,___! 
7~2 _---· ___ _ 
!~K i
-:~:~~--1  
21 J
.r-1 
l ____j-15-:il I 
56 
TABLE 16 
ALL WHITTEll RESPvliSES--SIG~:AL TO lfOIS:t:; AATIO; -6 d. b. 
AI: .hl2l 
~---~  rs ST 
- -- ~ • 7 36 
'l'!", _G3 _ 4 
51 40.2 
41 
8.86 
_ ST ·- ..5£.. 
5.64 
_ fQ.,_ - _1!. 
15.3 13.3 
_JG 14 
8.2 4.1~~-- 46~ ---5.8 4.4 
g_ 4 3 
~,:),..,.PS 
1.81.8 
2 2 
---:-98 --1.96 
2l 
31.437.9 
h 3 
3l1 .316.2 
1 3§___ 
11.2 7.2 
11 
14.5 15.9 
10 ~-
Kr:: t;K 
1.8 ..7.2 -a
8 
..?__2,9i--2.941 
_3 ___~3 
6.5 
8.G 
31.!, 
_____ 
9,7 
12 
12.4-
13 9 
37.1: 
31  
2f).3  
3 39.2---i 
lh 27 
I 
----
---
57 
TABLE 19 
T<YrAL SPOKEN" RESPONSES--SlGl'iAL TO NOISE RATIO: +12 d.b. 
AI: .8849 __.._ 
~'0 
--,____ ~-~ ST 4 
PS 
2 
SP KG 
2 
SK 
a . 
11-L 
ST 
42 
1 
2 
2 
41 
82 
l 1 4 ----16 
8 
!:L ~-
SP 
1 
1.9 
3 
5.9 
90,4 
46 
1.9 
1 
3,9 
2 
78.5 
40 
2 
3,9 
13.7 
1 
98.2 1.9 
KS 50 l 
l.9 98,2 
ftK l 50 
TABLl:!i 20 
'l'O'l'AL 3POlill.N RESPONSES--rut.NAL TO rlOlSE RATIO : 0 d , b , 
AI: ,4548 
---· 
f.;K1rr; PS SP KSST 
·-- . 36.4 11.32.350 
11622 5- 13.0234.847.9 4.35 
621622 
21,3 I.. 25 2.134.25 5117 
24 2 1 -PS 108 2 2.224.4 20 15.637,8 
15P 1711 9 7 
2,4 64.4 16.79.6 6.7 
14 27 73 
23,8 4.82.4 .711:.3 19 
1510SK 6 2 8l 
58 
TAB.tJ::: 21 
'rul'AL S1'0Kl!U RESPO.t{SES--SIGNA.L TO NOISE RATIO: -o d. b. 
AI; . 3266  
K,,.. "'l" -·1-'I'S ~T PS !1? ;J 4.J ""I l• 
~.32.3 i  11.G58.2 25.Gr_ 
l 
2'i l11  l 5 .- _!..!;! 
2.l.J '. 10.5GB.5 10.5 'T-9 
4 4 2Gm 1 ! 3  
20.414.3 8.232.7 I 34.7 b 4 PS 1Cl 17 7  
31  b.71u.3 19  
4 SP 13  G B3  :~19
8.2 
9,3 4.7 6.92.3 39.6 ~ 37,2 
4 KS 17 1 16 1  2  3  
15,2 33,315.2 33.33  
<"'Y 5 1  5  11  11 ~
-----
--
'l'ABL1 22 59 
'dlU'l"l'EU RESPONSES F0R TWO-SYLUBLE WORDS  
PIG!:AL TO NOISE RATIO: +12 d.h.  
(blister/blitzer; Capsian/Ca.spian, axing/askinp:)  
AI: ,9598 
SK~-=1TS ST PS 
~KS
2.888.9 8.3 
TS 132 3 
;...- --.-.--
2,7 97.3 
ST l ~36---~~----
2.597 ,5 
PG 139f--- ---~---97,42.6 
SP l 37·---- -· 97,l2.9 
KS 34l 
2.6 97""Ji 
l_s,y.' 37 
TABLE 23 
WIUT'.l.'fill RESl-ONSl:.:S 1''UR l'WO-SYi.i,ABLE WORDS 
SIGNAL 'l'O Il'OISL fiATIO: 0 d.b. 
(blister/blitzert Ca.psian/Caspian, axin~/askin~) 
AI: .5730 
... 
TS ST PS GP KS SK 
1.io.1 51.9 7.4 
'1'8 11 14 2 
30.6 66.7 2.7 
ST ll 24 l 
37,9 58,7 3.4 
PS- 11 17 l 
25.8 67,7 6.5 
SP 8 21 2 
4 8 64 24 
KS l 2 16 6 
3,3 6.7 16.7 10 63.3 
SK l 2 5 3 l9 
60 'l'ABLE 24 
SPOKBll RESPO.-iSES FOR TWO-SY!,Lil.IlLE 1l0l1DS 
SJ:GNAL ·1'0 NOISE RATIO: +12 d,b, 
(blister/blitzer, Capsian/Caspian, axing/askinr;) 
AI: .95 
f 
I-
l 
I 
r 
;.. 
..• 
TS 
ST 
PS 
SP
IJ-.? SK 
1 
,, 
TS ST PS SP KS 
100 I !l I 
~K 
10 ! --~---
100 I ! 
lO I ·-----100 
10 --·,•-
10 90 
1 9 --~--I 9" ~--
10 
1 
10 
1 
90 
9 
'l'ABLE 25 
SPOKEN. P.ESPO!iSES FOR 'l'WO-SYL.LABLE WORDS  
s1mrA1 TO NOISE RATIO : 0 d.b.  
(blister/blitzer, 	Capsian/Caspian, axin~/askinr,) 
AI: .636 
TS ST I PS I 01· i I KS SK ·-
TS 5 
50 
5 
50 I 
slr 5 
50 
s 
50 I _J 
PS 7 
70 I 3 30 --
SP l 
10 I 7 70 2 20 
16.7 83.3 
KS 1 5 
SK i 1 11.1 I' l 11.1 1 ll.l 6 ob.7 
__ 
--
----
-----
TABLE 2G 
WHIT'i'B.11 tt~spo.;;s~s J;"QH 1l.1!0-SYL4FJ\Ll WOHDS .  
SIGNAL TO UOISE R,·.·rro: -G d. '!;.  
(blister/blitzer, Capsian/Caspian, askin~/nxing)  
AI: .4524 
---~----, 
1!'S ST ..... ___ ,___ 
50 50 
,r• 
,.,} 7-- -·-] '.)O 45 
:•r 10 ........2. ·-- ---·-
)r•., 
...;p' 
4 .8 
,:L_,·--~l 
(' 
L!K 
PS 
5 
1 
ho.6 
13 
19,l 
h 
28.5 
6 
·--A........__,_ I-;,~SP GK - ~-
-
_... __ .... 
50 J 
116 ·-..... 71,4 
15 
2323.8 
55 
44.4 1l 
28 
.1 (,. 3 
2 
.8 -
2I-
4 
9.5 
19.1 
.1 
8 
4~. 4 
--
I 
6? 
'l'ABLl: 27  
SPO!ili.N HESPONSBS :mn THU-SYL!:.ABLE T;10RDS  
SlliNJU.o '1'0 UOI8f.: RATIO: -6 n. t>.  
(blister/blitzer, Capsinn/Caspian. RxinR/Askinr)  
./\I: .3953  
,__ ....., _____ 
-----·-
- ..--- ··-··---
----·- ----·
1 
1 
20 
3 
22.2 _) f~·~.1 
..,,  
t\,:'t ~~ ~SP -- --F,·r:cr-~0-- -- rr_,--
· 11.1i:::~: -~~:00 J-:_ ~~~-~----~ 
4  -y(i-50 10 20 10 I  
5 :-:I' 1 -r -2___.........._;1;____---J-.L----------.-
60 ~ 20  
~~ 1  1 --+---
33.3 
._1~1<;_ ___ , 1_1_._1_...............____ I ! 1  (._3  " 
--
--
----
---
- --
'l'ABL.I:!; 20 
SPOKEN TIESPONSES P'O~ [JJ --.,!G~TAL TO P'lISE RA~IO: +12 d. b. 
(blister/blitzer, lips/lisn, brisk/bricks) 
AI: .9000 
, ---· 
KSTS ST SP SKPS .,._ ____ 
100 
TG 10 
"- ·--·- · -
100 
- ST 10 2010 70 
2PC l 7 ----·..--
20 1070 
lSP 2 7........_.  
100 
10KG 
100 
10SK 
TABLE 29 
GPOK.b;N Rl!:SPOHSES !<'OH CaJ --SIG:NAL TO NOI::J.L:; RATIO: +12 d.b. 
(mats/mast, Blatz/blast. ax/ask, apse/asp, M~x/mask, tax/task, rans/ 
rasp, claps/clasp, Capsia.n/Caspian, askinP"/a.xinp;) 
AI: .8683 
---·-
TS 
s•.r 
PS 
SP 
2.4 
KG 
.. 
-- 4:_!~·6 jSK 
'l'S S'r PS SP . KS SK 
' ..· ----70 5 5 20 
14 'l l 4 
4.8 57.1 -38.1 
1 12 8- -95,l 4.9 
39 2 
2.4 2.4 80.6 14.6 
1 l 33 6 
97.6 
40 
2.4 
1-
TABLE 30 , 
SPOKilli Hl::GP01JSES. FOH CuJ :A.ND [otrJ--EIGNAL TO iiOISE HA'i'IO: +12 d.1.J. 
(coats/coast, boots/boost) 
AI: .'.:}487 
--·-~-
'l'S G'r PS SP KS SK 
90 : 5 5 
T3 18 1 1 -· --
100 
S'l' 19 ·· -- _.. 
--
---
-----
-----
------ -
-------
---
TABLE 31 ·6h 
GPOKEN RESPONSES FOR [':t.J--SIGNAL TO N'"lISE RA'rIO: 0 d • b . 
(blister/blitzer, lips/lisp, bricks/briok) 
·-
'l".ol 
'jO 
_) 
';>0 
<•111 
• ,.1. 
30 
l10 
. : ; l J j 
-- ---· I· --·-
··-
AI: 
S'l'  
50  
5 
50 
5 
10 
1 
.4655 
.SP KSPS 
·-·---o---· 
-•-·-
20 I2020 
22 ~ - ..-.,... .. l1020 
2 - h ·- 90 
9 -- -·- 5025 
42 ·-
-·--· 
-
TABLE 32  
SPOKh''N RESPONSES FOR [aJ--SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: 0 d.b. 
(matz/mast, Blatz/blast, ax/ask, apse/asp, Max/mask, tax/task. r~ns/ 
rasp, claps/clasp, Capsian/Caspia.n, askin{"/nxinr:) 
AI: .4412 
·----· ·- ------ ------· ·---·-·---
S!·:S'r PS'r-~ 
------· ----· 28.6--·-1I28.G 35,7
_2,______rrr~ l1 4 .1·-· ------------·-· 13,327.827.B ,. ....r:11 1 6<.:.> 5-·-·-- -·-·-·----·- ··2.7 
l'S 
2.713.5 59 
1 22 1_5 ----- ..-- -------
20  
! ;])  
20 20 
._l_ 
f>P Kn 
.1 ----- -----
11 .1 ·----
21.6 
8 
37.1 2.9 
13 1 
9.4 5G,3 
3 18 
5,4 11.8 
2 4 
__ 11-·---·- -18.1·· -12.5 3.1  
KG  4 G1 --38 .2 -- .2.817.6 23 
GK 6 1 8 _13 ------· 
TABLE 33 
GPOKEN RESPONSES FOR [u] AND [o\!J-:...srGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: 0 d.b. 
(coast/coats, boost/boats) 
AI: . 5000 
f:T rs sp 
--- 3r·:.> 
7 ---·---33.3 ,,. 
u -
,...., 
,., r· 
(,'j 
1·J --_:..:,!__~ -(>6. 1 
.EL __ .l~L__ ·------·---.I.-------·--.. -· 
---
----
TABLE 34 
SPQ!Q;N RESPOHSES FOR C::r.:t--SIGJ{AL TO rfOISE R..L\'rIO: -G d. b. 
(blister/blitzer, lips/lisp, bricks/brisk) 
J\I: .2791 
" 
. -·----
_l -KS-- ;if:TS ST PS SP 
.................  
80 20 
tra 4 l 
B3.3 f;.1
Qr_ ...L.. ~----.... -
20 104o 1010 10 
pl"',J 1 ·-4 2l -- 1 -- 1.. - l_;G. 7 11.111.1ll I,, It),;;p___ 1 ll- -44',4- -1/h.l;---11.l 
4K:J ___h_--_J1 
33.333.3 ti(1, T2 J _GK 11L 
TABLE 35 
SPOK.El'f RE::ZPONSES FOR Cai J--SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: -6 d. b. 
(mats/mast, Blatz/blast. ax/ask, apse/e.sp ~ [i!ax/mask, tax/task, rs:r:is/ 
rasp. claps/clasp, Capsian/Caspiun, e..sk.inp;/ru::lng) 
AI: .3136 
1 
T0 ST p:=; SP KS RK 
!,5 20 5 5 25 
r.,r• 1 4 _J l 5......~-.."""' - -·-... - . 
50 7,2 2l.4 21.4 
s•11 ·r 1 3 3·----·-- 41 7,77,7 36,5 5,1 
)>"' _]___ l'i 1G I 2 ')'' ~ -
21.2 l5.2 -6.1 21.2 12.1 24.2 
~fl'_ __ 'T 5 2 T 4 8~- - --
11.8 I 5.9 8.8 36.2 35.3 ,__KS 4 2 3 13 I 12 
3.5 13.e. 11.2 34 ,51 31 
$1( 1 4 5 10 ,2....____ .. 
T.1\BLE 36 
SPOKEH RESF.OrfSES FOR cu J AIID CotrJ--SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: -6 d. b. 
(coats/coast, ooots/boost) 
AI: .4444 
l 
GG
TADLE 37 
WRITTEN m::SPOUSEs l~OR C:aiJ--RIGU/1.L Tn NOIRF. ~ft'l'I(): .,..(. d. ll,. 
(mats/mast. Blat~/blast, e.x/ask' apse/asp, Max/rnask. tax/task) rapr,/ 
rasp, claps/clasp, Cnpslan/Ca.s:pian,. a.skinda;dn,i:) 
. AI: ,4117 
SP 
2.6 
l 
7.7 
2 
35.8 
110 
12 _,__...7----~.--
> 31).9 . 23.5
,lL__ 
2_2 
TABLE 38 
WRITTEN RESPOiiSES FOR CI J--GICiiAL TO 1I9ISE RA~IO: -G d. ~. 
(lips/lisp, brick~/brisk, bliste:.r/b-litzer) 
AI: ,3094 . 
-~ ]. TS ST I PS SP KS __:rs G --33.3 55.6 I 5.6 5.G · 10 l l -...........-------55.6 44 .4 
a·1· 10 8 
31.3 12.5 25 18.1 3.1 '),4 
I".,> lj) 4 8 6 l 
31'i.6 23.3 10 20 3,3 
!1P 11 7 .~ 6 _l_ __-- -·· 6.13,3 3.3 3.3 31-3 
.J~:.l l l 2 1 10 
18.2 9.1 27.3 
::::K 2 1 ..L_______ ,..__ 
TABLE 39 
WRIT'l'EN RES,P,ON'SES FOR [uJ AHD [O\/J--:.::rr.NAL 1ro NOISE RATIO: -6 <l.b. 
(boots/boost, coats/coast) 
1/1.I: -5:~98 
I TS ST PS I SP KJl SK 
65.5 44.5 
·.rs 16 19 
,. -·- 56;9 53,l 
----j·--
.... , i3_.,:•}_ .. - .-3. 25 ---------. ·-
--
--
67 
TABLE l.io 
WIU'.I'TEN HESPONSES }'OR (irJ--SIGNAL TO NO!SE R.G.'l'IO: 0 d. b. 
(lips/lisp, bricks/brisk, blis~er/ blitzer/ 
AI: .5515 
-·--
KSSP m<STTS PS 
6.243.850 
11, 2'l'S 16 
77,222,8 
_pi· 8 21 
3.219.4 2916.l 32.3 
l'if.§____ 6 10 9 
42,917,8 2).. 517.8 
GP 5 125 6 
94.75,3 
KS 18l 
404555 
SK 1I 5 ll 9 8·-----
'l'AJJLE 41 
WRITTE1I RESPOUSES FOR [a,J ]--SIGNAL "TO norsg flATIO: a d. b. 
{mats/mast, Blatz/blast, ax/askt apse/asp, Max/mask, tax/task, raps/ 
rasp, cla.ps/claspt Capsian/Ca.spian, askinp.;/a.xing) 
AI: .4991 
r·-- i 
TS ST PS SP KS SK 
·- 59,3 18 .11 6.6 1.3 2.6 11.8 
·m,__ _...J.1..L 
40,3 
14 
26,3 
s 
12.3 
l 
1.8 
2 9 19;3·-
S'£ 23 
4.6 
15 
5,6 
T 
· 45,4 
1 
29,7 3. f) 
11 
11,l 
PS 5 6 49 32 4 12 
r--... - .......... 
9,7 7.1 25.6 35,4 b,2 lb 
SP ll 8 29 40 7 18 
9,6 4.4 2.6 1.7 6lt. 3 
KS 11 
5,6 
5 
3.8 
3 
12.3 
2 
5,6 
i4 
12.3 
...00 ~ SK 6 4 13 6 13 6!,_ 
TABLE 42 
WTIIT'.L'h'N RESPONSES FOR CUJ AND t: CUJ--SIGllAL 'l'O UOI3E M'l'IO; 0 d. b. 
(boost/boots~ coast/coats) 
AI: .4271 -~ --
'l'G ST PS GP K'fi me 
···----· 
53 47 
'l'S 26 23 
63 33,3 1.9 l.9 
CT-- 34 18 l 1 
----
63
TAD.LE 43 
WHIT'r:i::?I RES?ONS.ES FOR Ce3--SIGlfAL 'l'O !l0I$E WTIO: +12 tl.h. 
(mo.ts/maGt, Blatz/blast, ax/ask, aose/a.sp~ Max/mask, ta.x/task. mp,{;/ 
· ra.sn. cla:ns/.cla.$p, Ca.psian/Caspian, ask:i,.ng/ax:.ni~) 
AI: .8173 
--.--- --~---~--. j 'l.-0 s·r p••,, SP Kr: 
! -rr1 6:~ .8 6.9 ~-3 
'l'~) ! 27 3 Ii 1 
! 17.9 43.3 4.5 -2~9 LlT 12 29 3 2 
.6 1.3 86.5 11 
:r::; 1 2 133 17 --,7 2.1 ¼,2 75,4 
!'W l 3 6 107-- - ---:-93,72.1 1.4 
f.G 3 I 2 134 
2.1 2.1 i .7 .7 
r~K 3 . -- --:-............ ~ 3 __ __j 1 l 
-~ 
8 
21-~_r,""',,-
,--117.6-
2·-
5_____ 
2.n 
13§._____ 
TABLE 44 
WHI'l"l'l::N HF.:=lPO:iISES FOR C.IJ--5IC1JAL TO NOISE RATIO: +12 ct.b. 
(lips/lisn, bricks/brisk., bli::;ter/bli~zer) 
AI: .8909 
.---·--r-o---- ...-·-·~--- ..J::p .'rG ST PS K"' 
.~--·--- I) 7{3.6- r-- 19 ·----··12.4 
e. 1__:J·t; --·--33 ..;___ ·---~]2.9 97,l 
ST 1 33 
5.6 
2 -
2.8 j 83.3 
79_4 2.9 I 11.9 27 ! l 1. 
5,6 -
2 __,3l 30I ... ----- 2.8 97,.2I 
i 
!l 35 ·- ...._~ ~~~ l()(} 
SK,__.__ .,... - 30----~- ' ·-
TABLl:i 115 
WHrl"l'.i::u HJ::Sf'OH'S.t1S Jl'OR Cu J AliD [Ou ]--SIG.RAL TO ll0Ir.H MTIO: +12 d. b. 
(boost/boots~ coast/c~ats) 
. I\!: .9518' 
- I -I •rs G'l' pr, ~p K-·~ i 
____..:.....------,±91.9 8.1 I ----~-T 7 
. 1.2 98.8 I .~ . --·--· 19 ··-
-~--·---"1 ______.. 
Vi,r both i"'. FU1d ::,_. the second f'orma.nt trunsition would be ne~ative 
oefore (l] (as oppo::.ed to ~). Pe:rhups this fA.ct ncco1mts for the 
confu:;ion. 
'l'ables 46 to 51. present confusions for bi-mornhernic words. 
Apparently, the presence of a morpheme boundar,r docs not deter confu-
sions; re.ther, mono-morphemic und bi-morphemic words ~reduce similar 
confusion pattern5. 
ilea.ct ion time: Bea.ct ion time •.1a.s compl:'.reci. for the two different s ir::nal-
to-noise conditions, for words cndinp, in different consonant clusters, 
and for correct vs. incorrect responses. 
Heaction time was sir:nificantly faster when tile sii::na.1-to-noise 
ratio ,ms +12 d.b., the.n when the sit!;ne.1-to-noise ratio WflS O d,b. 
A3 can be seen in Table 52. reaction time ues conHi~tcntly feRter 
for correct re~ponses than for incorrect responses, althou~h t~e 
difference did not alve.ys reach statistical significance. 
When the roaction tiD'.e to the individual consonant clusters ifl 
examined, the reaction time is significantly slower to words endint- in 
~, ~, a.nd sk clusters when the signal-to-noise ratio is {) d. b. 1-fnen 
the si,i::nal-to-noise ratio is +l?. d.b., reaction tir.,c is sir:nifici:i.ntl; 
nlower only to words ending in~ clusters.2 (Table 53). 
2'n-.is difference may be a renult of the fre('Juency or the wcros. 
l~or example, aose is not even listed in Im Engli::,h Word Count 
(Wri,:i;ht, 1;)65).--
J.'inally, the reaction time to two-3ylla.ble words, vh~n measured 
fror:i, the beginning of the word, is a.bout the same f:LS the r-ea.ction time 
to one-sylla.Lle words. When mes.sured from the end of the wore!, the 
--- -- -------
--- - --
----- -------- ----
70 
TABLE 46 
WHI'l"l'EH HESPONSES FOR BI-MORPHEMIC WORDS--SIGNAL TO HOIS:C J'WrIO: +12 d.h. 
'l'S 
l '" ,J -
Irr• '.,Li 
(lips, clans; naps, bricks, coats, mats, boots) 
AI: .8391 
-
T r•,, f,p
-+-------!--·---- - --- ,; . (-:---4.3 
73__  
10.G  3.8 
42- --·-·--- 97.l 
33 -----·-----
TABLr; 47 
-
.3·r9 
,_ 
1 .9 
-
-
,...,.. 
.J.! 
9 
1 
PS 
---9.8 
4 
83.7 
87 
2. <J 
--
WHI'l"l'Ell HE[;PONSES FOR BI-MOttPHF.1/fIC l·!ORDS--SIGN/\L 'l'O HOI;,r; l<A'i'IU: U cl.u. 
----
r•q,
'-'· PS SP 
----
35 5 
28 4--~ 14.9 39. 
11 29 
3 -· 
21 
----· ..----~--
{lip::,. clA.ns, nRps, bricks, coats, mnts, 1mots) 
AI: .4798 
--·---- ------
K:o 
1.3 
f'1Co;1 ... , 36  
13.  Ll+ 
1x·,) __lQ_ -, 
l
-91--:-:,-5.  
KS  181·-·-·-----
'l'ABI:,E 48 
13.7 
11 
?.6 
2 ______ _ 
-
WHI'l''.i'Eii HESPO!iSES FOR .BI-I10RPHE'~IC WOHDS--SiuUAL TO NOISE M'l'IO: -6 d. b. 
(lins, clans, nans, bricks, caA.t8, mnts, boots) 
/\I: ,4702 
PG 
n,, •  
-'''  
l'G 
. - .K;~-- _,._______ -_ 1 2 
20.:) 
25 
--G.2· 29.7 
3.1 
1 
I•• ,. 
*•, I 
4 
~v.) . ~ 
-·-8.3___,_ 
r; 
1 -·-----· 
ht;.9 
13 -- __ 15 ----·  
----
----
71 
'fAJil.i:: 4y 
Sl'uKJ::ll llliSPOii::::Es ;FOR .DI-MORPHEMIC WO?.DS--SIGN/1.L TO 1mrs1·: H/\'i'l\) : +l? ct. u. 
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react.iou time is much shorter to two-syllul:le Yords. Apne.rently. sub,!ects 
~~in to respond to the tvo-syllable 11.•ords before they hear the 'llhole 
·-ord, probubl:, as soon e.s they hear the medial cOn!:lonant cluster. 
Discussion 
'l'lle findinp; that has the most bearing on the perce:ltion of consonant 
clusters is that reversal errors a.re the most common errors. This 
f'indin11: is counter to the idea. that the phoneme is the minir.ia.l nercentue.l 
unit; if consonant clusters are perceived 11phoneme-by-nhoneme / th,m, 
~hen a liGtener haars the consone.nt cluster ~E.., he first hears_! and then 
he hes.rs~- Given that he hears these in a particular order, there is 
no res.son ror hitn to reverse that order. Granted, he mip:ht on occasion 
forr.et thP. order, but there is no reason to sunpose that ne ~ould be 
=:ore likely to forp;et the order of' the consonants than to fo:rr:et on,. 
o~ the consonants; thus, reversal errors vould be no more co1nrr1on thnn 
substitution errors. However, that is e1early not the ease: reversal 
errors are much more common. This finding irnplie~ that some special 
F-erceptual mechanisms ~ust be postulated for the perception or consonant 
clusters. 
Broadbent and Ladefop;ed I s su~p;est:.on appears of doubtful va.lidi t:.'. 
~ot because tho consonant cluster data contradict it, but for other 
reasons. r.s hns n.lree.dy been pointed out by ffoisser, a listener is not 
limited to an invariant time-determined chunk or input that he can 
proces::;. 'l'his is implied by the ability of listenern to nercei·.re 
correctly speech that is speeded up. Broadbent a.nct Ladefo~ed would 
bave to claim that order errors would become more com:-,n, and involve 
i::ore scp;ments, a.s speech is S1')eeded up, :;ince each "tir.w chunk 11 
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would contain more segments. But that this is not the case seems clee.r 
from oersona.l experience with record players. 
Ueisser•s su,rp:estion, that a consonant cluster is a nerce"l'.'ltual 
unit, and Wickelgren 1 s su~gestion thut a consonant cluster is coded in 
terms of some elemont very much like an allophone, nre both compatible 
with the da.to.. 
If consonant clusters are perceptual units, then clearly a~ 
cluster is most similer to a~ cluster. If this is so, thent when the 
signal is degraded by the addition of noise, the items that a.re most 
si~ilar to each other vill be confused most, thus, reversal errors will 
be most likely. 
If a consonant cluster is coded in terms of allo~hones, then the 
allophone of! before I?.. ~ill be slip;htly different, Mousticall:,,, from 
the a.llophone of ~ after P.• This dlf:ference, however, will be the most 
subtle part of the signal; particularly, it will be smaller than the 
acoustic infonnation differentiating consonants from each other. These 
sm~ll acoust"ic differences will be the first to disappear when the sii:mnl 
is degro.ded by noise; consequently, reversal errors Yill be the most 
common in a degraded signal. 
Thus. either Neisser's or Wickel~rents su~gestion will account for 
the observed result, 
CHAPTER FOUR 
tiYNTACTIC UNI'.I'S Il'l PERCE?l'ION 
Experiments involving the localization of "clicks 11 in sentences 
ha.ve been used by Bever, Fodor, and others (Fodor and Bever, 1965; 
Bever, Lackner and Kirk, 1969) to examine syntactic units in perception. 
The experiments are based on a phenomenon discovered by Ladefoged 
and Broadbent (1960) that subjects have great difficulty localizing 
a click in speech, when the click and speech a.re presented 
simultaneously. 
At first, the "click" experiments seemed to support the view 
that syntactic constituents were perceptual units: when asked to 
locate a click, subjects tended to move it towards a constituent 
boundary. A theor;;r of perception was developed to explain the 
phenomenon: a subject could pay attention to one thing at a time, 
he could either process speech or the click; subjects ~ould not 
interrupt perceptual units of speech; consequently, subjects would 
tend to locate the click between perceptual units. 
However, the click-locating ta.sk, as defined in the early experiments: 
involved a complex interaction of perception and memory, since the 
3Ub,ject h~d to remember the sentence he ha.d Just heard, remember Yhere 
the click had occurred, a.nd locate the click in a 1.Titten version of 
the sentence, 
~eaction time is a. response measure that is more directly linked 
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to perception in that the subject is not reQuired to remember the click 
location. But when reaction time to clicks was measured, it was 
found that reaction time was not shortest to clicks located in 
constituent uoundaries, as the theory would predict, and furthermore, 
reaction time did not seem to be related to the syntactic structure or 
a sentence {Abrams and Be,.rer, 1970). 
In order to ~xplain this development, Abrams and Bever sug~est a 
different model of attention in speech perception: they nrr:ue that the 
latency of the resnonse to the click is a. function of a sub.1ect's 
over-all attention to sensory input. At the beeinnin~ of a clause, 
the sub,Ject must pay attention to the input ver:,r closely, hence his 
reaction time to clicks is fast. At the end of clauses, the sub,iect 
can already predict much or vllat is to come, so he does not have to 
pay much attention. and his reaction time to clicks is slm;er. 
But it is also possible that constituent structure is not 
directly inYolved in perception, but is a result of perceptual analy5is. 
It i::; possible tha.t rea.ction time is a function of the suprase,:,:rnento.l 
ntructure of a sentence, as su~Gested b:r Dr. Lohiste (personnl 
communication). 
An experiment was designed to test a. part of this hynothesis, 
ne.mely to determine Yhether reaction time to clicks is affected by 
their relation to stressed elements. 
Method 
~timuli_: 'fen sentences were selected to serve as stimuli. Each 
,,cntence was recorded two times in random order. Sentences were 
:;ep11.ra.tP.d by a pause of 5 seconds. 'l'he recordin" WA.S mu.dP- in a 
TO  
sound-proof booth and an Ampex 350 tape recorder, at 7 1/2 i.p,s, 
The speaker was male, with a mediu.~ pitched voice. He vas 
instructed to say the sentences clearly and naturally. 
One click 'l(aS placed in each sentence, There vere four types 
of click location: in a stressed vowel, in an unstressed vo~el, in the 
consonant preceding a stressed vowel, a.nd in the ccnsonant preceding 
an unstressed vowel. In addition, one click vas located in a constituent 
boundary. 'J'ho clicks 'l(ere produced by a. capacitor discharp:e, tri11:p;ered 
by the release of a ke.f. The click so µroduced vas n single spike, 
~ith a very rapid rise and decay. The duration of each click vas 
approximately 25 msec. 
The stimulus tape was ina.de by re-recording the sentences on one 
che..nnel or a..n A.~pex 354 tape recorder and recording the click, at the 
appropriate time, on the second channel. !n ~ddition, five clicks 
vere recorded on the stimulus tape before the clicks ~hich were. 
associated with 5entences, to determine each subject's reaction time 
to non-speech stimuli, 
'i'he sentences employed, and the location of the clicks, are 
given heloY. for convenience, the location of clicks in both 
productions of the sentence is shoi;.'11 in one vritten version of the 
nentences. The complex sentences are taken from the study conducted 
by Abrwns o.nd llever (1~70); the simDle sentences ar~ taken from a 
study conducted by Lehiste (1971). 
1. 	 That the m~tter vas dealt with fast, was a surprise 
to Harry, 
2. Since 	she was free that day, her friends asked her to 
I 
3, Hy sleep was disturbed, 
I 
h. 	 Hy rnakin,s his plan kno.m, Jim broufsht out the ob,Jectionl' 
of everybody. 
I 
5. r.peed kills. 
G. Any 	 student ~ho i3 briRht but younH, ~ould not have seen it. 
I I 
7 
I' 'l'he sueed was controlled.I . I 
8. ~aeep refreshes. 
I I 
9. If you did call up Bill, I thank you for :,,our trouh.le. 
I 	 I 
lO. After the dry summer of that year, some of the cro~s were 
completely lost. 
Click location vas verified by inspecting the oscillo~rams, produced 
by t-..o channels of' an l!:lema.-Schonander J.linp.op;raf, representinr• the two 
channels of the stimulus ta~e. 
:..iuL_jec~~ Eleven subjects participated in the experiment, J\ll ·.rere 
memoers of the Ohio State University linguistics department. 
Procedure: Each subject listened to the stimulus tape t•.•o times. 'l'he 
first time, ne ;;as instructed to listen to the sentences und to ~ush 
a key a.s ~uickly a.she could ~hen he heard the click. The key tri~p,ered 
a capacitor discharge which vas recorded directly on one chRnnel of 
an l:;lema-8chono.nder Mingograf. Simultaneously, the channel of the 
stitnulus tape '.l'hich contained the clic!.._s was recorded on an0th~r 
channel of the Hinp;ograf. The instrumentation is shown in. the 
nccomrunyin~ di111~ra:n (Fi;,:. 9). Paper speed was 100 rnrn ner second. 
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Fig. 9. Instrumente.tion for "click" experiment. 
Immediately after the first test, the subject listened to the 
tape aP,ain. This time, he was provided with a ~Titten copy of each 
sentence and asked to mark the location of each click, 
RcRction time to clicks was determined by measuring from the 
peak of' the stil!lulus click to the onset of the response. 
The reaction ti.me to clicks was compared for four conditions: 
when the click occurred in a stressed vowel, when it occurred in an 
unstressed vowel, vhen it occurred in a consonant precedin~ a·stressed 
vowel, and when it occurred in a consonant precedin~ an unstressed 
vowel. The results are presented in Table 54 and in Fi~. 10 to 12. 
fiP,. 10 shows the reaction time to a click embedded in a consonant 
preceding u stressed vowel,and in a consonant precedin~ an unstressed 
vowel. For all but one subject, the reaction time is faster to the 
click preceding an unstressed vowel. Fig. 11 shows reaction time to 
?ABLE 54  
M:-Ji:AN !1EACTIC':f ~I! \1 '1.10 CLICKS ( IN 1,1sr,r.. )  
ISubject Stressed 
VovelI 
l 333 
2 276 
3 235 
4 255 
5 233 
0 524 
7 236 
8 
I 
I 9 
I 
!10 
!11 
406 
241 
236 
163 
Click Location 
1:on-
Consonant ! Unstressed Consonant Constituent speech 
Preceding Vovel Preceding Boundary Click 
Stressed Unstressed 
Vowel Vovel 
., 
336 293 278 230 230 
242 226 195 190 200 
244 237 218 390 180 
241 198 150 170 170 
239 249 240 240 200 
557 582 505 600 390 
181 144 145 120 110 
383 316 313 460 280 
283 206 200 210 150 
230 224 220 250 235 
165 175 175 165 140 
i For all 
e::j subjects 285 281 259 240 275 I--' 
I--
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~~~~  stressed vowels and to clicks embedded in 
.~·::::.. ~J. · For six subjects, th~ reaction time is faster 
.:. m unstressed vovel; for the other subjects, the reaction 
~ ·- ":"":.·"""· --s.lly the same. 
~ ~ 
·"' 
' I
"' 
Reaction Time to 
~: ----
Reaction Time to 
CV: ~--------
:1 	 6 7 9 10 11 
SUBJECT 
-_. 	10. Reaction time to clicks in consonants ptecedinr 
stres$ed vowels and to clicks in consonants Preceding 
unstressed voYels. 
Best digital copy available 
El3 
550 Reaction Time to 
Stressed Vovel: ___ 
500 
Heaction Time to 
450 Unstressed 1/ovel: 
4000 
111 
.!!?.-. 350 
C: ......  
Q) 300  
l:i ...... 
E-i 250 
a .,0 ,,_
-.-1 200 ..+> ..
0  
QI  
I!) 150a:: 
100 
1 2 3 	 7 B 9 10 11 
Fir,. 	ll. Reaction time to clicks in stressed vowels n.nd 
in unstressed vowels. 
Al though the differences are not a1'.,a.y.s ste.tistic11.lly sir:ni fic,:mt, 
the tendency is clear: reaction time to clicks is affected by their 
location in relation to stressed elements. Reaction tir.ie to e. click 
is loni=:;est when the click is in the vicinity of a stressed element, 
~ither in a stressed vowel or in a consonant preceding a stressed 
vovel. l1eaction time is shorter ·..hen the click is in the vicini t;r of 
an unstressed element, either in an unstressed vowel or inn consonRnt 
;,receding an unstressed vowel. 
'l'he reaction time to clicks locnted in constituent bounda.ri.es ia 
r1ui te varinble, I·'or some subjects, it is ·tery shol"t in this condl tion, 
o.pproo.chinr the rea.ction time to non-speech stimuli. For other sub.lect:;, 
' ..... , 
4 G 
GUBJEC'l' 
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it is quite lonp,, lon~er then the reaction ti~~ to clicks in any 
other condition. 
Henction time to non-speech clicks is short in all casest 
implying thR.t reo.ctin~ to u. click in 11 speech context is more corrmlex 
thR.n simply reacting to a click. These results ure presented in l~iP'. 12. 
600 Constituent Iloundar.v: 
550 Uon-Sneech: 
500 
450 
ti 
ll) 
(ll 
:; 
400 
C: 
•rl 350 
c:, 
s.... 
r... 
300 
:::: 
0 
•,-f 
+> 
ti 
L1l 
IV 
0:: 
2'.:iO 
200 
150 
100 
I 
I , 
I 
I.{ 
J 
, 
I 
' ,, I 
' \ 
\' 
\}V,. \ ,.,..,' ! .,,./ ,·,' ' ' .~ I •,'\'. ,. ' ',\ 
l 2 3 4 5 6 T a 9 10 11 
SUP.JECT 
i"ir:, 12. Simple reaction time to click, and reaction tir.1e 
to click in a. constituent boundary. 
There i:; connidcra.ble variation in reaction time betveen sub,1ects: 
i,ul,,ject G, particularly, has !JUite slov rea.ct:ion time to all conditions. 
1Ievcrtheless, fo:r each subject, the reaction tinici:; are in the ss.me 
r-ela.tionsnlp:.., dependin~ on the .'.!.oca.tion of the click. 
f:lic.l'. loca.liza.tion: 'rhe results of the cJ.ick loca.lize.tion test a.re, in 
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genernJ., in a~reement Yith previou3 studies. Click localizRtion tends 
to be accurA.te vhep tho click occurs inn constituent boundary. This 
is shown in Fir-. 13. The asterisk indicntes the location of the click; 
the bar P.raph indicates the subjects' localization of the click. 
j I
0 
ca.1.1 up Bill,* 1 thank you ••.  
Fig, 13. Click localization when the click occurs in  
a constituent boundary. 
i~ere is also a. teodency for subjects to move clicks towards deep 
structure constituent boundaries and to locate clicks between vords. 
These results are shown in Fip;. lli. for some typical sentence::;~ 
3 
~- 1 l l 1 ~~ ma k i nu hi" 8 ~ 1·a n kn o ~ n, 
11> 
l; r ou~h t 0 U t the objections ... 
5 
\ 2 
l l 
"" ~ I l ~ 
* *
•. • . d ca 1 -. .... i th f a ::. t w a s !l ~Ur pr i 3 ~.:. ~ l 2 
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Fig. 14--continued 
1 
~ 
'II 
free th at d o.y t her 
f r 
n s k edI". , 
2M 
* * 
spec d k i 11 ::; 
~ 
l 
* * u r ir.h t but you nP., v oul d not have 
137 fi~. 14~-cantinued 
6 
2 2 2•'1'h e s JI ee d 
~ 
l 
1 
~ 
* 
w n s cont r o 11 ed 
* s 1 ee * 
p~e~e, 
2 21 
4 
4 
did *call 
l 
1@ 
up B i 11, , . , 
2 2 
!I 
ii' 
summer of that year , so me 
~ 
l 
o f th e c 
* 
,, 
r o p 
~ 
1 
s ... 
·Yi~. 14, Click localization. 
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However, the location of stress also affects click loca.liz.ution, 
ClickB in :.trei:med vo..,.-els nre localiz.ed much more uccurntely than 
clicks in unstre$Sed vowels. Tbia can be clearly seen by exrunininp. 
.r'ig, l'..i, 'i.'he click in the stres:::ed vowel of sl~~J. is localized 
correctly more orten than the click in the unstressed vo...,el of was. 
l·'urthermore, sub,1 ects do not mi :rn the correct location by a.s much for 
the clic}I. in the stressed vowel as for the click in the unstressed 
VO'Wel. 
* 
m y s 1 ee p w *a s d i $ t ur bed 
~ 
1 11, ~i 
5 
l"ig. 	15. Click localization in stressed end unstressed 
vowels. 
Accuracy of click localization is summarized in Tacle 55, 
TABLE 55 
CLICK LOCALIZATIOH: Pilll CEHT CORHECT 
r 
:3tre~d VO'..'C 
116 
---------
l Unstressed vo..,el Consonant Constituent boundar. 
12 l? 81 
------ ·-- .. - -
P,J,scussion 
The click localization dnta seem to imply that click localization 
·i~ controlled oY two parruneters, constituent structure and the presence 
of stress. Click localization errors tend to lie in the direction 
predicted by theory, but clicks a.re less likely to be moved from a. 
stressed vovel than from an unstressed vowel, That localization of 
cli~ks in consonants is also inaccurate may simply be a result of 
res~onse bias: subjects may be less inclined to locate a click in a 
consonant. However, !t may also result from the fact that the duration 
of 1!onsone.nts is short in relation to the duration of clicks. 
'l'he observed differences in reaction time iilly,lv that suprasep,;menta.l 
structure has some function in defininR the units of speech perception. 
Slnc\e reaction time is not directly affected by constituent structure, 
it can lie inferred that constituent :structure does not define the units 
of perceptual input. Instead, the data support the hY'J)othesis that 
units of perceptual input a.re def'ined by suprasegmental. structure, 
i.e. stress and intonation. 
There is one objection that mi~ht be raised to this conclusion, 
[;tressed vowels occur in words that have semantic content vhereas 
unstressed vowels oci:::ur in vords that have less semantic content. In 
other wordG, vords with stressed vowels are not predictable from 
context while words vith unstressed vovels are much more readily 
predictat.Jle. i'he experiment, as desip:nedJ does not explicitly 
differentiate between tllis effect a.nd the presence of stress. However, 
the obJection is not crucial bees.use the effect on reaction time is 
quite as pronounced vhen the click is in the consonant precedinF- the 
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vowel. lt is difficult to see -...hy a .subject should react differently 
to these clicks if only the predictability of the ,.,.ord Vl;')re the 
issue. Further testing is necessary. however, to rule out the 
"predictabil1ty bypothes is'! completely. 
I 
CHAP!'ER FIVE 
CONCLUSION 
The results o:f the studies reported above are interestinv. in  
themselves, but they are also interesting in what they imply about  
th•=! processes underlying speech perception. To sum.'l!e.ri ze briefly,  
th·c? results are the following:  
1. SubJects are a~are of sub-phonemic phonetic differences, at 
least under appropriate conditions, but can not make linP.uistic use 
of .them. 
2. Perception of at least sorne phonolo11:ical segments involves 
specio.J. perceptual mechanisms, rather than proceeding sep;ment-by-
seginent. 
3. Syntactic units in perception ~ay be de:fined by supraseimienta.1 
structure. 
The Need for Perceptual Units 
Before the implications of these :findings for specific theories 
of speech perception will be discussed, it seems reasonable to re-
examine the a~sumption or this study, namely that there are unit5 in 
speech nerception. 
As 1:.:xr,crill'.ent I shows, subjects can become a.ware of very fine 
phonetic difrerences if they attend to a particular utterance vith 
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r:ren.t ca:-~. It i~ likely thnt !';Uh,Jects could even he tnud1t to 
identi f.Y mo:;;t or t:w w-or<ls used .in 1::xreriment I riroperly, provillcc:I 
t:int tt,e subjects p;ot rror,er feedback, and provided that the 
stimuli were pro1 1erl;1 selected so that the distinctive cues were 
inva.ria.biy present in ea.ch ;:,roduction. In this sense, there is no 
clear lo·..er lioit bclo·..· which speech stimuli are nerceived n.s ttthe 
same, 11 anci~one r:1ic;ht $Uppose, no lower limit for a. phonolor;ical 
perceptual unit either. 
l!o'l.·ever, ,Just because e. listener cnn utilize fine phonetic cietn.il 
when the condition:. of a. test force him to do so. does not impl:r that 
li::;tcnern incvi ta!Jl;-r notice or pay nttention to such information. 
Hather, li:,tcmcrs al"e probably content with less detailed phonetic 
rerrenentations. 'l'o draw' an a.nalo,::,r .,...i th visu.al percention, ,....e do 
not examine leaves vhen we are lookinp; at a fol"est. In visual 
perception. we can examine, in ereat detail, the shape and color of 
particular objects. But ordinarily, we do not do this; we are cont~nt 
to reco~nize obJects and to behave appropriately to them--we sit in 
chairs, pat dor,s, speak to our friends. Sirailarl;r, in the ordina.ry 
cour0e of la.np;ua~e use, we deal with somethin~ other than with fine 
phonetic differences. Therefore, there must be postulated some larr,er 
unit--or hi~hcr level--a.t which the phonological atructure of an 
utternncc is represented, inde~endently of the fine phonetic details 
of the utterance. 
'.i'his level. however, must be independent of syntactic or contextual 
information for the reason that ne~ words, such as proper nrunes and 
technical terms, do not present undue difficul t:r to us~ we simpl:r 
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henr the vord, and ~e remember it. 
These two considerations imply a lower e..nd an upper bounda.ry  
for the perception ~nd codinrt of phonolo13:ical information: the uni ts  
involved in this process can not be e~uiva.lent to the phonetic  
repreGentation of the utterance and the units can not be dependent  
on syntnctic infonnation.  
Cimilarly, there mu!it be some unit, or preferred units, in 
ai-rivin~ at e. syntactic analysis of a sentence. It is not r>ossi"ole 
f"c>r listeners to store a whole sentence in memory, simply becfluse, 
ur:,less the sentence \.·ere recoded in some Wa:f, it would ver:~ easily 
exceed tJ;ie short-term memory capacity of a listener·. It seems 
reasonable to suppose that the recoding operation can not process 
the sentence continuously as it is heard, but that the sentence must 
be broken up into some sort of units--perceptual sep;mentation units--
ror, the recoding process to operate upon. The results of the recodin~ 
process certainly embody syntactic structure in some way. 
It has been supposed previously that the perceptual ser;r.ientation 
units were s:rntactic as vell. But the results of 1:xneriment III can 
not be reconciled with the idea that se~entation units are syntactic. 
If they were. then reaction time to clicks and click localization 
should give the same results. Since this is not the case, the 
implication is that, a.t some level, sentences are processed in terms 
of' non-syntactic units. The results of Experiment III imply that 
them? uni ts are defined by the phonolop.ical structure of a.n utterance 
and thu.t the::;e units function ,q_t the initial se~enta.tion of the 
:;ent.cnco. 'l'he::,e initially sep;mented uni ts are then recoded, probably 
l,y o.sr;i1:ning t!1em a particular syntactic function. 
'1'hu.s, there is a need for at least tvo types of units in speech  
perception: units 01 phonolo~ical nrocessing nnd units definin~ a  
part of a. sentence for fu:::-ther s~mtactic e.nalysis--!)erce:itua.l  
sep:mentation units,  
J;':\ill_cations for Perceotion Hodel~ 
;iot all of the theories ·of speech perception discussed in Chapter 
I make specH'ic predictions about uni t!'.l of speech perception, but 
several uo. namel~r the motor theor.r, nnalysis-by-s:rothesis, "filterin,..-" 
theories, Osp:ood's perception model, nnd the perceptual stratep,ies 
model. 'l'he exuerimental findinr:s, reported above. conflict with 
some predictions made by these modelG, although, of course, the model~ 
may ue revi~ad sli~htly to cope ~ith them, 
First, the motor theory of speech percention, in that it asserts 
ca.tego:ria.1 perception of J?hone..'lles, conflicts ...,ith a. listener's abiJ.ity 
to become a~a.re of sub-phonemic phonetic differences, If the nerception 
of phonemes were indeed categorial, then listeners could not become 
a.va:re of any sub-phonemic informe.tion whatever. Yet this is not the 
ease~ listeners are a.ware of sub-nhonemic detail and use both vm,el 
length and consonant qua.lity in developing a strateey for makinr 
identification .Judp;ments, Secortd. that the motor theory po::.tula.tes a 
phoneme-like unit as the bnsic unft of perception. it conflicts wit.h 
th~ implications of' Experiment IT--thut listeners !::t.pparently emplo:1 
special perceptual mechanisms to process some consonant clu~ters, 
rather than perceivin~ the cluster!': "phoneme-by-phoneme." 
This second ob.]ection also applies to analysis-by-synthesis 
models. These models assume that phonolor;y is perceived in terms of 
nr, 
d.i,screte ser;ments. 'i'his a.ssumrtion can not account for the findin,~  
of. Experiment II--the.t reversal of the order of SP.tmients is tile  
most common perceptual error.  
In a. fundamental ·.1e.:,, the motor theor:;r and analysis-by-s::nthesis 
n.rei 1uite similar: both postulate that the listener r-:enero.tes a 
possible nllonetic output a.nd matches this output again:.t the incominp: 
message. 'i'he theories differ only in the nature of the internal 
rr.eche.nisnu; that they postulate. The experiments renorted in th:i s 
"JOr.k do not have a.ny implications for this basic postulate. However, 
it rnu:at be ndded t1e!'e that there ii. no evidence that such internRl 
rnecluininms are str~ctly necessary. 'l'he "synthesis 11 theorie:,; have 
been postulated, apparently, becaune there are no inve.ria.nts r:iven 
immediately in the acoustic speech si~nal. Instead, the relationshi~ 
between the acoustic sip;:nal and the perceptual result is quite comnlex. 
Still, this dir-:ficulty is not unique to speech perception. In 
the study or visual perception, it has been cornnonl..v observed that the 
retinal irnnv.e--~hich we m~v consider to be analogous to the acoustic 
inrut--i~ much more varied than the perception of objects. ~he 
retinal imnge chanr,es radically e.s we view a.n ob,ject from di t'fcrent 
~nP,les and from different distances, yet the percent is of an 
unchun1~inv;. stnhle object. 'l'he relationship bet·.1een the retinal imare 
and the ~ercept is no less complex than the relationship between the 
a.cou::.tic signal and perceived speech, ~ret we do not posit a 11 motor 
theory of visual ·perception11 for this reason. 
'l.'hese comments are added only to point out that a complex: 
relat.ionshin is not sufficient ~rounds for po!liting intermediate 
devices of an unrelR.tcd type: tlLeorctical mechanisms have to hA.ve 
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independent empirical Justification. 
'l'he fil terirn~ theories discussed in Chaote!"" I n.re of t;:o types: 
t:1Qories that assume a phoneme-like unit. a."ld iHc:J-:.elii;ren 1s context-
sensitive coding which assu.r:ies that the oercentual unit is similar to 
the tr1J.di tional allophone. There are two ob,Jections to the choneme-
like unit: first, the well-known lack of invariance between phonemes 
and the acoustic signal and, second, the fact that obstruent clusters 
are apparently not perceived "phoneme-by-phoneme." 
Wiekelgren's theory tries to overcome the first di~ficulty by 
a.sswning smaller, hence presumably invariant, units, but it does so a.t 
the cost of proliferating the nwnber of different units that mi.1st be 
assumed. rurthermore, it is still to be detennined it' there nre invariar 
o.coustic differences that cun be used to determine the order- of seiments. 
Contcxt-sensitiYe coding can, hm.ever • account ror the rierception of 
obstruent clusters. One further advantage of bo~h t~es of filterin~ 
theories must be mentioned. 'l'leither versior. of the theories is limited 
to a strict se'luence of segment5 in the input, if the 11 filters 11 can be 
assumed to be workinF, in parallel, Rather, the li$tener Ct!..~ be 
' i
presumed to process a. re.ther large segment of sneech at one time. J 
Osr,ood nrr;ues that the •..rord is t;1e be.sic p~rcentua.l unit . Howe·J'er/ 
there u.rc several difficulties with this position. First, e.s has 
nlready been ;,ointed out, there mu5t be somP. perceptunl u."lits which 
cnaule a listener to code a new word. It would be unpnr~inonious 
to sup1mse that these mechanisms ure used 2!1.1:.:i. to code ne"' vord!'l, . 
0econd, listener, can become avore of very subtle phonetic difference,, 
~ f\ndine which is counter to the notion thet a vord is the on};" ] 
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perceptual unit. But it seems likely thnt words function as units 
at some level of speech perception. 
The perception of syntactic structure has been touched on only 
b.t;iefly in this study. The perceptual strategies suggested by Be•.,.er, 
and others, are not in dispute here; a fair amount of evidence has 
been offered to substantiate them, and no findin~ nresented in this 
York con!'licts ~ith the:m, What has been questioned is the assumption 
that syntactic units provide the initial segmentation of a sentence. 
As.has already been pointed out, this can not be the case because 
reaction time and click localization do not ;.z:ive the same results. 
rlather, the most likely hypothesis is that initial seP.JT1entation is 
ac·complished by using the supra.segmental structure of an utterance. 
': 
After this initial segmentation, perceptual strategies, as de~ined by 
Bever, ms.y well apply to enable the listener to arrive a.ta. syntactic 
a.nEµysis of the utters.nee. 
I 
The remarkable feet about speech perception is that it seems to 
be an easy and effortless process. Yet the mech~nisms underlyin~ this 
process are only be~innin~ to be studied. Perhaps the best that could 
be said is that we are beginninR to appreciate how complicated nnd 
mysl;.eriou:;. the process of speech perception really is. Any a.deque.te 
explanation vill undoubtedly ~equire a much more thorouP,h underste.ndinY. 
of hurruµl CORnitive abilities on the one hand, and of the nature of 
lan.~a.t,i;e on the other. 
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